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ABSTRACT

The area o f classical (product form) queueing networks is briefly discussed. The principal
results for classical queueing networks are summarized. The transfer, service and rejection blocking
policies are defined, and their use in o jeueing network models are presented. An overview of the
literature in the area o f queueing networks with blocking is given, and the relations between the three
blocking policies is discussed in general. Duality theorems for open and closed queueing networks
with rejection blocking and a single job class are proved. Using a duality theorem, an exact solution is
found for closed blocking networks which contain so many jobs that if one station is empty all other
stations are full. Algorithms to compute performance measures, in particular throughputs, follow from
the way the solution is obtained. It is then proved that for open, mixed and closed networks with rejec
tion blocking, multiple job classes, general service time distributions and reversible routing the equili
brium state probabilities have product form. The reversed process for these netwoiks is examined, and
it is proved that it represents a network o f the same type. Formulas for throughputs are derived, and
algorithms to compute performance measures are outlined. Finally, closed central server models with
state-dependent routing, multiple job classes and rejection blocking are investigated. The equilibrium
state probabilities have a modified product form, and the reversed process is a network of the same
type. Formulas for performance measures are derived for this model and algorithms to compute them
are outlined.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.4.8 [O perating Systems]: Performance-queueing theory,
G.m [Miscellaneous]: Queueing Theory
General Terms: Algorithms, Theory
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Queueing networks, Blocking, State-dependent routing, Product
form solution, Performance measures
July 21,1987

— vii —

1. Introduction
A queueing network is a collection of interconnected stations, in which jobs move from station
to station requesting service. Over the last two decades, queueing network models have gained
increasing importance as tools for performance evaluation of computer systems, manufacturing sys
tems and communication networks.

1.1. Classical Networks
For some networks, the equilibrium state probabilities take the so-called product form . The
equilibrium state probabilities have product form if they are products, where each factor depends only
on the state o f a single station. This means that the individual stations behave almost as if they where
separate queueing systems.
Jackson [59] gives the first exact product form solutions for queueing networks. His networks
are open, the service requirement distributions are exponential and there is a single job class. Jackson
[60] extends the above to networks with load-dependent servers and state-dependent arrivals (depen
dent on the total number o f jobs in the network). The case of closed networks is also considered. Gor
don and Newell [50] give exact product form solutions for closed queueing networks. Again, there is a
single job class and the service requirement distributions are exponential. Kelly [64] gives the first
general results with multiple job classes and exponential service requirement distributions. Baskett et
al. [20] find product form solutions for queueing networks with multiple job classes, where the service
requirement distributions have rational Laplace transforms (Cox [39]) for certain scheduling discip
lines. Independently, Kelly [65] extends the result in [64] to networks with service requirement distri
butions that are finite mixtures o f Erlang distributions (this is equivalent to having rational Laplace
transforms), allowing more general scheduling disciplines than the ones in [20]. The possible job rout
ings are also more general, as jobs may change class. This allows deterministic routing, among other
possibilities. By the use o f class changes the service requirement distributions o f a job can be made to
depend on its history. Barbour [18] proves Kelly’s [65] conjecture that the above is also true for gen
eral service requirement distributions by using a limit argument in the space o f distributions with posi
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tive support Chandy, Herzog and Woo [32] show that it is possible to replace a group of stations in a
queueing network by an equivalent station, a result that is known as Norton’s theorem by analogy with
the theorem for electrical networks with the same name. Samelson and Bulgren [110] derive the bal
ance equations for networks with nondifferentiable service requirement distributions and show direcdy
that the results in [20] still hold in that case. Chandy and Martin [31] give necessary and sufficient
conditions on scheduling disciplines for product form solution if the service requirement distributions
are differentiable.
Networks of the above types that have a product form solution will be called classical in what
follows. Classical networks have proved valuable as models of a wide variety of computer, manufac
turing and communication systems, being flexible enough to represent the salient features of those sys
tems. The performance measures computed assuming a classical network model are usually close to
the real performance measures even in cases in which basic assumptions of the classical model are
violated. Operational analysis (Denning and Buzen [42]), a methodology that derives similar formulas
for performance measures as classical stochastic analysis without any statement o f the underlying dis
tributions, provides a partial explanation for this. Brumfield and Denning [26] derive error bounds for
cases in which the assumption o f flow balance in operational analysis is violated. Suri [121] shows
that the performance measures derived by operational analysis are surprisingly insensitive to violations
of the assumption of homogeneous service times. Since most other assumptions made by operational
analysis ate good approximations in practice, this explains the robustness o f classical queueing net
work models.
Another reason for the popularity of classical queueing network models are the very efficient
solution methods that have been developed: Convolution algorithms (Buzen [29], Muntz and Wong
[89], Reiser and Kobayashi [107,108]), Mean Value Analysis, usually abbreviated MVA (Reiser and
Lavenberg [109]) and LBANC (Chandy and Sauer [35]). Lam and Lien [75] present a tree convolu
tion algorithm that uses less space for networks with multiple job classes. Hoyme et al [57] propose a
similar modification of MVA. Spragins [120] discusses the reasons for the popularity of queueing net
work models of computer systems.
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Bruell and Balbo [25] discuss the convolution and MVA methods, together with practical con
siderations for their efficient implementation. Reiser [106] gives a thorough numerical analysis o f the
convolution algorithm. Chandy and Sauer [35] and Sauer and Chandy [113] comment on the numeri
cal properties of MVA and LBANC.
For some models the space and/or time requirements of the above algorithms are so high that
their use is unfeasible. Several approximate methods have been proposed that eliminate this limitation.
Bard [19] gives an approximation based on MVA that eliminates the need to iterate over all popula
tions. Eager and Sevcik [46,47] construct bounds for performance measures of classical queueing net
works. McKenna and Mitra [84] extend previous work [83,85,88] on asymptotic formulas for perfor
mance measures. Zahoijan et al [134] give a bounding method for the initial modeling stages, where
precision is not important but low resource consumption is.

1.2. A pproxim ate M ethods
Exact solutions for many models of practical interest are unknown:
• Networks with stations at which the service requirement distributions are non-exponential and
the scheduling discipline is First Come, First Served (FCFS). Most stations in real systems fall
into this class.
• Priority scheduling disciplines, where some jobs receive preferential treatment This is impor
tant in the modeling of computer systems.
• Simultaneous resource possession, where a job uses several resources at the same time. For
example, in a computer system a job might need to have a channel, a string controller and a
disk unit to perform I/O. In a database system a transaction might lock several records for read
ing and/or writing.
• Serialization delays, like the restriction that at most one process can be accessing a shared vari
able. This is important in models o f concurrent software systems and o f database management
systems.
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• Job splitting, where a job spawns several tasks that must all be completed before the job
finishes. Each of the tasks may take its own route through the queueing network, independent
from the others. This is important in the modeling of concurrent software systems running on
multiprocessors.
• State dependent routing strategies, where jobs are dynamically routed to different stations
according to the state of the network. This is done in communication networks and manufac
turing systems. It will be an important feature of the emerging distributed computer systems.
• Blocking, where a job is not allowed to continue because the station it tries to enter does not
accept it. This is important in manufacturing systems, where each station might have capacity
for two or three jobs only. In most real systems the capacities of the stations are limited, so
blocking is o f practical importance.
For each of the above problems many approximate methods have been proposed. Several stra
tegies have been used to construct approximate methods for the above cases:
• Approximate the model by some simpler queueing network for which parameters are estimated
heuristically. The method of Chandy, Herzog and Woo [33] and Marie’s method [80] for net
works of FCFS stations with non-exponential service times, Yao and Buzacott’s [133] exponentialization approach to flexible manufacturing systems with general service requirement distri
butions, Thomasian’s [125] and Jacobson and Lazowska’s [61,62] methods to estimate seriali
zation delays in computer systems and the response time preservation strategies of Agrawal,
Buzen and Shum [3] all fall into this category. In these cases the simpler network is a classical
network. In other cases, the exact solution of the simpler network is again unknown and a
second approximation then gives the final result. This was done for queueing networks with
blocking by Akyildiz [6,7] and Akyildiz and Sieber [12]. This will be discussed in more detail
in section 2.
• Apply heuristic modifications to a exact solution method for a classical queueing network. This
is usually done with MVA [109], since the recursion in that method has intuitive appeal in
terms of the arrival instant theorem [76,118]. Several modifications o f have been proposed,
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like EMVA [4] for networks of FCFS stations with non-exponential service requirements and
MVABLO [10] for queueing networks with blocking. Bryant et al [27] modify MVA to handle
preemptive/resume and head-of-line priority disciplines.

Van Doremalen, Wessels and

Wijbrands [45] extend MVA to handle preemptive/resume priority scheduling disciplines.
• Decompose the original model into smaller parts that are approximated by simple systems.
Courtois [38] decomposes a queueing network into pieces with little interaction, and constructs
an approximation by combining models for the pieces in isolation. Chesnais, Gelenbe and
Mitrani [36] use this approach to construct an approximate model of a database system. The
database system is decomposed into single transactions whose interactions are represented by
heuristically derived parameters. Yao and Buzacott [130,131] apply this approach to flexible
manufacturing systems. Gershwin [49] analyzes assembly/disassembly networks by a decom
position approximation. Altiok and Perros [15], Perros and Altiok [102] and Perros and Snyder
[104] use decomposition approximations for queueing networks with blocking.
• Maximum entropy approximations that consist in assuming that a function analogous to the
entropy in statistical mechanics is maximal for the equilibrium state distribution. This is by
analogy to the case of an adiabatic, isometric system in statistical thermodynamics. Kouvatsos
[73] shows that this approach leads to a product form solution for closed queueing networks
with general service time distributions and FCFS (First Come, First Serve) scheduling.
• Diffusion approximations that consist in replacing the discrete Markov process by a continuous
process (Kobayashi [68,69], Gelenbe [48]). The name is from the fact that the resulting dif
ferential equations have the same form as the differential equations that arise in the study of dif
fusion processes. Yao and Buzacott [130] describe a diffusion approximation for a station in a
flexible manufacturing system. A lucid exposition of the method is given by Kleinrock [67].
• Use a bounding methodology to find classical queueing networks that bound performance from
above and below. Hordijk and Ridder [56] and van Dijk [43] advocate this idea for rapid first
estimates.
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In some cases of state-dependent routing and for some blocking networks exact solutions are
known. Blocking is discussed in section ERROR:survey. State-dependent touting will be discussed in
section 7, where a queueing network model that includes blocking and state-dependent routing is
analyzed.
For each o f the cases in the above list of queueing network models for which no exact solution is
known there is a host o f approximate methods. Overviews of approximate methods in queueing net
works are given by Sauer and Chandy [112] and by Walstra [128].
Special issues on queueing networks and related topics are [1,2,58]. A review of the area of
cyclic and closed queueing networks that includes work both in operations research and in computer
systems modeling is Koenigsberg [70]. Heidelberger and Lavenberg [52] review the entire area of
computer performance evaluation, including measurement, modeling and simulation. Lazowska,
Zahoijan and Sevcik [77] give an overview of the area of queueing networks with emphasis on com
puter system performance. In more general terms and including some material about blocking, but
with emphasis on the application to flexible manufacturing systems, the area is surveyed by Buzacott
and Yao [28] and Yao and Buzacott [132].

1 3 . O rganization o f this W ork
In section 2 we present an overview of queueing networks with blocking. The different block
ing policies that have been considered in the literature are defined and previous work on them is
reviewed. A short discussion of the relations between the different policies follows. The rest of this
work is devoted to an exact analysis of queueing networks with rejection blocking.
In section 3 we analyze a model with one job class and exponential service requirement distribu
tions. The structure o f the network is arbitrary. General duality theorems for open and closed net
works are proved. From the duality theorem for closed networks a product form solution is derived for
a special case and a simple method to compute throughputs is obtained. The case in which a network
and its dual have the same structure is discussed, and the use of the dual network in simulation is
presented.
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In section 4 we analyze queueing networks with reversible routing and rejection blocking. The
model includes multiple job classes and jobs may change class. Two types o f stations are considered:
For stations o f type I the service requirement distributions are general and may depend on the job
class. The scheduling discipline has to be symmetric [65]. For stations of type II the scheduling dis
cipline is arbitrary. The service requirement distribution at the station has to be exponential and
independent of the job class. The equilibrium state probabilities have product form for this model.
The equilibrium distribution o f the population depends only on the means of the service requirement
distributions (insensitivity).
In section 5 we analyze the equilibrium state distribution found in section 4 in more detail. In
particular, the reversed Markov process [66] is derived. Using the reversed process it is possible to
prove very easily that the streams of jobs of each class that leave the network are independent Poisson
streams. In the same way we prove that at the departure instants the distribution o f states is the equili
brium state distribution.
Formulas for the throughputs o f the networks of section 4 are derived in section 6. It turns out
that the problem o f computing performance measures is simple for open networks, the results being
similar to those for classical open networks. Using the general formulas, algorithms to compute per
formance measures are outlined for closed and mixed networks.
Section 7 contains an analysis o f a central server model with rejection blocking, state-dependent
routing and multiple job classes. The equilibrium state probabilities have a modified product form.
Using the equilibrium state distribution, results like those of section 5 are proved for the reversed pro
cess o f this model. Formulas for performance measures, like mean populations and throughputs, are
derived. Algorithms to compute performance measures using these formulas are outlined.
In section 8 we review the results obtained and outline further areas o f research in the area of
queueing networks with rejection blocking.

2. Review o f Q ueueing N etw orks w ith Blocking
The methods mentioned in section 1 for classical networks work only if all stations in the net
work can accommodate all jobs in the network in their queues. For short, we will call this special case
infinite capacity stations in what follows. Another important restriction is that the stations have to
accept every job that tries to enter them. We call such stations non-blocking. In many situations of
practical interest stations refuse some arriving jobs. This phenomenon is called blocking. One special
case o f blocking is the case o f stations with finite capacities, i. e. stations that can only accommodate a
certain number of jobs. If the station is full, any new arrivals are necessarily rejected. On the other
hand, blocking stations with infinite capacities are possible. This would be the case for a station that
refuses half o f the jobs that arrive, regardless of the number of jobs currently in i t
Perros [99] gives an extensive bibliography on networks with blocking. The area is surveyed by
Onvural [94] and Perros [100,101]. Many different blocking policies have been considered in the
literature. The following classification follows Perros [100], but uses a different nomenclature. Some
o f the papers surveyed here consider several different blocking policies. Whenever that happens, the
paper is mentioned several times, once under each applicable policy. We discuss those papers that
report work on similar models or related methods together in what follows. Except for this the order is
chronological.
After looking at each o f the policies separately, we consider relations among policies. Here we
also review the work done on comparing performance among blocking policies and discuss a simple
bound on throughputs valid for all policies.

2.1. T he T ran sfer Blocking Policy
Once a job finishes service at station i, it determines the station to which it will go next
Assume this is station j . If station j is full, the job remains in the server o f station i , blocking it to
other jobs. Once there is room in station j , the job leaves station i to join the queue o f station j . The
next job in the queue of station i (if any) can enter the server and begin service.
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This model arises in production systems and disk I/O subsystems.
Note that deadlock is possible in transfer blocking networks. All stations in a directed cycle
could be full at one time. If in each of the stations of the cycle the blocked job is scheduled to go to
the next station in the cycle, the network is deadlocked. If this is possible, eventually the system will
deadlock (deadlocked states are attracting and other states are transient). In this case it makes no sense
to talk about equilibrium state probabilities, since there is no equilibrium. There are two possible solu
tions to the deadlock problem:
(i)

Include a strategy to handle deadlocks in the model. Perros, Nilsson and Liu [103]
assume that in case o f deadlock all jobs involved move simultaneously to their des
tinations. This complicates the model, since the deadlock handling method
influences the balance equations.

(ii) Simply restrict yourself to cases in which deadlock is impossible. One such case ar
ises whenever the number o f jobs in the system is less than the capacity o f the
directed cycle with minimal capacity. No directed cycle can ever have all its sta
tions full at the same time, and deadlock is impossible (Akyildiz and Kundu
[11, theorem 1]). Another possibility is to rule out feedback in open networks.

With the transfer blocking policy there will be multiple transitions. Jobs might be queued up in
stations 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . . N , the job in the server of station * finished with its service but blocked because
station i + 1 is full. If now a job in station N finishes service and moves ahead, the jobs in the servers
o f stations 1,2, 3 , . . . .
the

N - 1 will move to the nextstation simultaneously. This behavior complicates

balance equations and makes solution attempts more difficult. Deadlocks introduce additional

complications. One can avoid deadlocks by defining an alternate transition if the “normal” transition
leads to deadlock or one can resolve deadlocks by defining transitions from the deadlocked states to
other, non-deadlocked states.
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Suri and Diehl [122,123] consider the transfer blocking policy in cyclic and tandem networks,
They present an approximate method to compute the throughput of the network. If the network is a
cyclic network, one o f the stations has to be non-blocking. If the network is tandem, the arrival pro
cess must be Poisson. They approximate groups of two stations by a variable capacity station, defined
as a superposition of fixed capacity stations. They start with the last two stations and successively
reduce the network until two stations in tandem remain. The method is easy to implement and shows
good accuracy but involves much computation. At each step all conditional probabilities have to be
found, since they are used to construct the equivalent variable capacity station. The method only gives
the throughput o f the entire network, it does not give statistics for individual stations.
Akyildiz [7] shows that the state spaces of a closed cyclic network with two stations and transfer
blocking and the same network without blocking agree exactly if the number o f jobs in the nonblocking network is adjusted properly. The resulting method is called SSTM (State Space Transfor
mation Method). Akyildiz [8] extends SSTM to networks with more than two stations. Here the state
spaces cannot be made to agree exactly. An approximation is found by selecting the number of jobs in
the non-blocking network so that the number of states are the same as in the blocking network. This
method allows to compute throughputs. The results of extensive validations o f the method are
presented, and they indicate very good accuracy most of the time (less than 1% error), but an error of
10% was found in one case.
SSTM as outlined above can be applied only for networks with exponential service requirement
distributions. Akyildiz [6] shows that for Coxian service requirement distributions [39] with two
phases, multiple servers and transfer blocking the state space of a cyclic network with two stations has
the same structure as the state space of the same network without blocking and a suitably adjusted
number o f jobs. Using this fact, an approximate solution for the blocking network can be obtained
using the extension to multiple servers of Akyildiz and Sieber [13] to the method o f Marie [80] on the
non-blocking network with the adjusted number of jobs. Akyildiz and Sieber [12] extend this to gen
eral topologies by first adjusting the number of jobs in a non-blocking network of the same structure so
as to get the same number o f active servers on average. In a second step, the resulting non-blocking
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network is solved approximately using the extended method o f Marie [13]. Results of an extensive
validation are presented. In 60% of the cases analyzed, the throughputs are within 5% o f the simula
tion values, in 35% of the cases they are within 5-10% and only 5% o f the cases show errors between
10-15%. The errors in the mean numbers of jobs are larger, but again 70% of the cases analyzed have
errors o f less than 10%, the worst errors being around 25%.
Akyildiz [9] considers the blocking network simply as a classical network. In certain states the
capacity restrictions of some stations will then be violated. The jobs that exceed the station capacity
are distributed to the stations upstream according to the routing probabilities. The idea is that they
were unable to enter the overfull station and stayed in the station from which they came. This method
uses large amounts of computation. It gives good accuracy (1 - 5% error is typical, the highest found
was 20%).
De Nitto Persone and Grillo [92] investigate transfer blocking in symmetric networks with
exponential service requirement distributions. The networks are solved numerically using an exact
aggregation method. This is feasible since by the symmetry of the network aggregation reduces the
number of unknowns significantly. As this work is more concerned with comparison among blocking
policies, its conclusions are discussed in section 2.4.
Brandwajn and Jow [24] consider tandem networks with transfer blocking. They use an aggre
gation method like the ones of Schweitzer and Altiok [117]. The idea is to consider pairs o f stations,
where the state of a station is supplemented with a status indicator. The status indicator tells if the sta
tion is blocked or n o t For a pair of stations in the network it is then possible to write down the transi
tion rates in terms o f the states of the neighboring stations. The resulting equations are solved itera
tively.
Onvural and Perros [96] show that if the number of jobs in the network is one more than the
capacity of the station with smallest capacity there is an exact product form solution. Essentially, what
happens is that the blocked server functions as an additional space in the queue o f the station that is
blocking it. This is true since at most one server can be blocked at a time, so all the jobs (except the
one in the blocked server) are in the blocking station. Viewed in this way, the network is classical and
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can be solved by classical methods.
Takahashi, Miyahara and Hasegawa [124] develop an approximate method to solve open queue
ing networks with transfer blocking. The network is decomposed into M / M / 1 finite capacity stations.
Denoting the probability that station i is full by p, , the arrival rate and mean service requirement are
expressed in terms o f p\,p%

p N. The resulting set of non-linear equations is solved for the p,-.

From these values other performance measures of interest are computed. A limited accuracy assess
ment is presented.
Akyildiz [10] modifies MVA [109] for transfer blocking networks. The resulting method is
called MVABLO. MVABLO estimates the additional time a job spends in each station because of
blocking. This time is included in the sojourn time formula of MVA. Mean queue lengths,
throughputs and utilizations are computed using Little’s law [78] in the same way as in classical MVA.
A limited accuracy assessment is included.
Altiok [14] solves tandem networks with transfer blocking approximately. The delays caused by
blocking are represented by a phase distribution [91]. The job at the front of the queue travels through
phases that represent blocking delays after leaving the phase that represents its service requirement.
The blocking delays are computed by starting at the last stations in the network and going upstream,
considering each station as an M / G / l station. Altiok and Perros [15] extend this approximation to
open transfer blocking networks. A problem with this procedure is its high memory requirement and
the long times required to handle the M / G / l queues with complex service requirement distributions
that arise. Perros and Snyder [104] partially solve this last problem by approximating the delay plus
service requirement distributions by Coxian distributions [39] with two phases, thus reducing the
amount of computation considerably. Individual stations are handled by a method similar to the algo
rithms of Marie [81] and Marie and Pellaumail [82],
Several authors investigate tandem networks with general service requirement distributions con
sidered as stations separated by finite buffers. This particular case arises in the modeling o f production
lines. The aim is to determine the capacity of the network, i. e. its throughput when saturated. To
ensure that the system is saturated, it is assumed that there is an infinite number of jobs waiting before
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the first station. The reversed network is the same tandem network, only with the jobs flowing in the
opposite direction. Jobs enter the reversed network through the last station and progress towards the
first station, from which they leave the network. Again, it is assumed that an infinite number o f jobs
waits in front of the first station (after the last one in the original network). The following definitions
are those of Dattatreya [41] (they are not related to the definitions o f Kelly [66]): The network is said
to be C-reversible if the throughput o f the given network and its reverse are the same. The network is
said to be D-reversible if when the given and the reversed network are started empty at time 0, the n-th
departure times of both networks have the same distributions for all n . Clearly, D-reversibility is a
much stronger condition than C-reversibility.
Muth [90] considers this model and shows that if all stations have single servers, the network is
C-reversible. The proof proceeds by noting that the Markov process in reversed time has the same sto
chastic structure as the process in forward time.
Yamazaki, Kawashima and Sakasegawa [129] consider this model with two stations, where both
stations have multiple servers. They prove that this network is C-reversible by examining the detailed
structure of the transition matrix o f the underlying Markov process. They give a network with three
stations with multiple servers for which the capacities of the original and the reversed networks are
different Intuitively, what happens is that for single servers the jobs traverse the network stricdy in
the order in which they enter, and one can reverse the whole thing by making the jobs enter in the
reverse order at the other end. When there are several servers, one job can overtake another. This des
troys the symmetry and with it the C-reversibility. They also give a network with two stations with
muldple servers that is not D-reversible.
Melamed [87] derives the results o f Yamazaki, Kawashima and Sakasegawa [129] by using the
concept of holes, i. e. free places that could contain a job. The virtue of this derivation is the simplicity
o f the proofs and the added insight it provides into the behavior o f the network.
Dattatreya [41] shows that any tandem network with general service requirement distributions is
D-reversible if all stations have single servers. This can be extended to stations with multiple servers
when the service times are completely independent and the jobs have identical service requirements.
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This result can in turn be extended to networks that consist of tandem pieces connected by splits and
merges. If a job has to complete p passes through the system, where p is an integer valued random
variable, the system is also D-reversible. He also proves that the optimal ordering o f the stations in a
tandem network is to place them in decreasing order o f the means o f the service requirements.
Schweitzer and Altiok [117] consider aggregation approximations for tandem networks with
transfer blocking. Aggregate states that represent groups of states of the network are introduced. The
balance equations for each station can then be written down in terms of parameters, like the probability
that the downstream station is full and the state-dependent arrival rates, that depend on the rest of the
network. Values for the parameters can be obtained from another approximate model or they can be
estimated from the equilibrium state probabilities. Not all parameters have to be estimated heuristically, exact relations among parameters usually exist and can be exploited. To the balance equations
for each station one adds enough equations for the parameters to obtain a system of equations with as
many equations as unknowns (aggregate equilibrium state probabilities and parameters for each sta
tion) and solves the resulting non-linear system of equations. By using different approximations for
the parameters, different models of different complexities (and accuracies) can be constructed.

2.2. The Service Blocking Policy
Before a job enters the server of service station i, it determines (according to the routing proba
bilities Pij) to which station j it will go once its service at station i is finished. If station j has space
for this job, the job is allowed to start service at station i . Otherwise, the job is blocked in station i
without being served, and no other job can be served in the meantime at station i .
This model has been used for production systems and telecommunication systems.
Several variants of the service blocking policy are possible. One pair of alternatives is
(Onvural and Perros [95]):
(i)

During the time that the server is blocked, the place in the server cannot be occu
pied.
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(ii) During the time that the server is blocked, the place in the server can be occupied.

The difference between the two variants is that in the first variant the station capacity is statedependent: It depends on whether the server is blocked or not. For the second variant, the station
capacity is independent of the state.
Independent from the above, one can consider (de Nitto Persone and Grillo [92]):
(i)

Block only those jobs which want to go to a full station next. This is called condi
tional blocking.

(ii) Block all jobs in stations upstream from a full station. This is called unconditional
blocking.

The service blocking policy as defined here cannot be used in networks with general topologies.
Assume a job starts service in station i scheduled to go to station j . This means that there is space in
station j . Before the job in station i finishes service, from some other station a job arrives at station j .
If this fills up station j , the job in station i should have been blocked, but it has already started service.
One way to deal with this would be to schedule the blocked servers in a First Blocked First Unblocked
(FBFU) discipline, or some other discipline that determines an unique station to be the next to be
unblocked (and start service). Perros and Snyder [104] consider the FBFU discipline in open networks
with transfer blocking.
f
Since, again, a job selects a destination and waits for space in its destination, deadlocks are pos
sible with this policy. Possible solutions are the same as discussed above for the transfer blocking pol
icy. Any method to handle deadlock affects the balance equations, making them more difficult to han
dle.
Using the idea o f holes (free spaces that could contain a job), Gordon and Newell [51] find an
exact solution for a cyclic network with service blocking if there are so many jobs in the network that
no station can ever be empty. Exact values for the throughput are also obtained.
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Konheim and Reiser [72] solve open tandem networks with two stations exactly when the ser
vice requirement distributions are exponential and the arrival process is Poisson. They assume that the
first station is non-blocking and the second has finite capacity. Part of the jobs that finish service at the
second station return to the first station. Their method provides equilibrium state probabilities and
necessary and sufficient conditions for stability. Kogen and Pukhal’skii [71], derive the limiting distri
bution of the numbers o f jobs in both stations under heavy traffic for the same model. They show that
in the heavy traffic limit the numbers o f jobs in the stations are independent
Boxma and Konheim [23] also consider service blocking, but define it slightly differendy. They
assume that when the destination queue becomes full, the service is interrupted and is only resumed
when a free space appears there. For exponentially distributed service requirements this is equivalent
to the definition given here by the memoryless property o f the exponential distribution. If the distribu
tion is non-exponential, the definition in [23] and the one given here will give different results. They
find an approximation for open queueing networks with exponentially distributed service requirements
without feedback by starting at the output stations and computing upstream in a manner reminiscent of
Suri and Diehl [123]. The basic model considers two stations in tandem and distinguishes two phases
of operation: Phase II starts whenever the downstream station becomes full and the upstream station is
not empty, and phase I starts whenever the upstream station becomes empty. Models for the behavior
o f the system in each of the two phases are constructed, neglecting transitions between the phases.
The system is represented as a superposition o f both models. For splits (one station feeds its output
into two stations downstream) and merges (two stations feed their output into one downstream station)
similar models are constructed.
De Nitto Persond and Grillo [92] consider service blocking in symmetric networks with
exponential service requirement distributions. They introduce the distinction between conditional and
unconditional blocking given before. For conditional service blocking with reversible routing, they
apply an equivalence between service blocking and rejection blocking [30] to get a network with pro
duct form solution [55]. For unconditional service blocking, and whenever the routing is not reversi
ble, the exact solution is unknown. In those cases they use an exact aggregation technique to reduce
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the size o f the balance equations. They solve the resulting system o f equations numerically. Aggrega
tion has a great impact since the network is symmetric.
Onvural, Perros and Altiok [97] show that open networks with exponential service requirement
distributions and service blocking whose configurations exclude deadlock (feedback is prohibited) can
be solved exactly using the matrix-geometric procedure of Neuts [91], since the rate matrix has a block
tri-diagonal structure. They analyze the time and space complexities of the resulting algorithm empiri
cally. For five stations the space required is very large. The time used was observed to increase
rapidly with the traffic in the network. They conclude that the procedure is practical only for networks
with less than four stations.

2.3. T he Rejection Blocking Policy
After finishing a round of service at station /, a job determines to which station j it will go next.
Depending on the state of the destination station j , the job might be accepted or rejected there. We
call the state-dependent probability that a new job is accepted the blocking function of the destination
station. If the job is rejected, it returns to station i to get another round of service independently drawn
from its service requirement distribution at station i (not the same service requirement). The above
process is repeated when the new round of service is finished.
Note that this policy is more flexible than the others: Blocking can be partial, defined by the
state-dependent probability of rejection. With the other policies blocking is either complete or none.
Two variants of this policy can be considered:
(i)

The destination of the job once it finishes service is fixed. This has been used in
models of telecommunication systems [30]. It also arises in models o f local area
networks [22,63].
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(ii) The job selects a destination independently after each round of service according to
the routing probabilities

. The exact equilibrium distribution is known in some

cases with this blocking policy [44,55,105]. This will be discussed below.

In the second variant the jobs end up requesting more service at the stations that block less. In other
words, in the first variant the effective routing probabilities are fixed, while they are state-dependent in
the second variant.
The definition of the second variant of rejection blocking makes deadlocks impossible if the net
work is irreducible (i. e. each station is reachable from every other station). As long as there is at least
one free space in some station a job will eventually move into it, even if this takes a long sequence of
trials. This makes a general analysis much simpler. No restrictions that make deadlocks impossible
are needed and no special method to handle deadlocks has to be included in the model.
Note that for tandem and cyclic networks there is no difference between the variants of rejection
blocking, since there is only one possible destination for each job. The same thing happens in a merge
configuration, where several stations feed a single station downstream. For networks with arbitrary
topology the two variants of rejection blocking are different The second variant involves statedependent routing, since jobs will be rejected more often at heavily loaded stations. It cannot be
equivalent to a model with state-independent routing like the first variant. One can hope that with judi
ciously chosen state-dependent routing probabilities and load-dependent service efforts models with
rejection blocking are approximately equivalent to models with the other blocking policies. The
advantage o f such equivalences would be that the rejection blocking policy is much easier to handle
analytically than the other, more realistic policies.
Caseau and Pujolle [30] introduce rejection blocking for tandem networks. The first station is
non-blocking, the arrival process is Poisson and all service requirements are exponentially distributed.
If there is an infinite number of stations in tandem, the output intervals of each station are exponen
tially distributed. As an approximation, they assume this to be true for finite tandem networks. From
this assumption they derive recursive relations for the stations and so get the desired stability
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conditions. They give some comparisons with exact results, and state that the errors in the capacities
(maximal throughputs) are never greater than 2%. They also discuss extensions of their basic method
to tandem networks with intermediate arrivals and to a network with two stations with a maximum
sojourn time.
Labetoulle and Pujolle [74] define the first variant of rejection blocking (no destination change).
Their work was motivated by models o f communication networks. They consider open networks,
where it is assumed that the input stations are non-blocking and that the arrival processes to the net
work are renewal processes. The service requirement distributions at the stations are adjusted to
include the time during which jobs are blocked. The arrival processes at each station are assumed
renewal processes, and arrival processes and service requirement distributions are matched. The indi
vidual stations are finite capacity G I/G /1 models that are solved using a diffusion approximation.
Cohen [37] considers an open queueing network in which all scheduling disciplines are proces
sor sharing with load-dependent service efforts. There are multiple job classes and the service require
ment distributions are general. Only capacity blocking is considered. The same model, closed and
with two stations, is shown to have a product form solution.
Akyildiz [6 ] shows that for Coxian service requirement distributions [39] with two phases, mul
tiple servers and rejection blocking the state space of a cyclic network with two stations has the same
structure as the state space of the same network without blocking and a suitably adjusted number of
jobs. Using this fact, an approximate solution for the blocking network is obtained using the extension
to multiple servers o f Akyildiz and Sieber [13] to the method o f Marie [80] on the non-blocking net
work with the adjusted number o f jobs.
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Van Dijk and Tijms [44] prove a product form solution for a cyclic network with two stations
and multiple job classes. The service requirement distributions may be general. The scheduling dis
ciplines must be symmetric [65] (This is the same as the station balancing scheduling disciplines of
Chandy, Howard and Towsley [34] and Chandy and Martin [31]). The probability that a job of class a
is accepted in station i (the blocking function of station i for class a ) takes the form

*,a(k.) = h i M h i i k i )

(2 . 1 )

where hia and ht are arbitrary functions, k, is the population o f station i , kia and kt are the number of
jobs of class a and the total number o f jobs in station i, respectively. Tijms [126, section 2.5] presents
the same result in more accessible form.
The special case o f capacity blocking, i. e. the case in which a station accepts all arriving jobs
unless it is full, is important because o f its simplicity. It corresponds, roughly, to the single-server case
in classical networks. In the same way, arbitrary blocking functions correspond to the case o f loaddependent servers in classical networks. The case o f capacity blocking is also the most interesting
from a practical point of view, since partial blocking is rarely found in real systems.
One o f the special cases for which the exact form of the equilibrium distribution is known is the
case o f reversible touting. The routing in a network is called reversible if the Markov chain that
represents the successive stations visited by a job in the absence o f blocking is reversible [6 6 ].
Formally, the routing in a network is reversible if for all i , j :

eiPij

= ejPji

(2.2)

Here p y are the routing probabilities and the ei are a non-zero solution of the homogeneous system:

ei

=

' Z ej P j i
j

(2.3)
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Dallery and Yao [40] prove that the equilibrium state probabilities of a central server model with
a single job class and rejection blocking have product form. Only capacity blocking is considered.
Hordijk and van Dijk [53] consider queueing networks with rejection blocking, a single job class
and exponentially distributed service requirements. The blocking functions, i. e. the load-dependent
probability that a job is accepted, are general. They show that the solution has product form if the
routing is reversible or if the network contains so many jobs that no station can ever be empty. More
over, in the case o f reversible routing the solution is (as in the classical case) simply the normalized
product of solutions for the stations in isolation when arrivals are Poisson with rates e ,. No such sim
ple interpretation is possible in the other case, however.
Based on the work of Hordijk and van Dijk [55], Balsamo and lazeolla [17] find classical queue
ing networks whose state spaces agree with the state spaces of blocking networks if the same capacity
constraints are applied to the classical network. Moreover, the equilibrium state probabilities agree
(up to a normalization constant) with those of the blocking network.
Pittel [105], shows that closed networks with multiple job classes, reversible routing and rejec
tion blocking have product form solutions. In his model, the scheduling discipline is processor sharing
and the service requirement distributions are exponential. Class changes are not considered. The
blocking functions take the form:

bio.(K) =

Here hj is an arbitrary function, k, is the population of the different job classes in station i,

(2.4)

is the to

tal number o f jobs in station i and kia is the number of jobs o f class a in station i . The reversibility
condition, equation (2 .2 ), is modified to read:

eiaPia,ja ~ ejaPja,ia

(2.5)
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Here the eia are a non-zero solution o f the homogeneous linear system analogous to the system (2.3):

eia = 2 i ejaPja,ia
1

(2.6)

This system can be decomposed into a set of homogeneous linear systems, one for each job class
(remember that Pittel’s model [105] does not allow class changes). Pittel derives the asymptotic
behavior o f the stationary distribution for this model when the number of jobs in the network grows
without bounds.
Reversible routing is of practical interest, since the central server model is an obvious example.
Computer systems conform to the central server model either directly or after replacing the I/O subsys
tems by equivalent servers. Routing is also reversible when there are two stations. So, the models of
Cohen [37], Dallety and Yao [40] and van Dijk and Tijms [44] could also be classified under this
heading.
Akyildiz [5] presents algorithms to compute the normalization constant for rejection blocking
networks with reversible routing and one job class. Capacity blocking is assumed. Using the normali
zation constants, values o f performance measures like mean number of jobs, the marginal distributions
of the numbers o f jobs in each station and utilizations are derived. No method to compute throughputs
is given.

2.4. Relations betw een Blocking Policies
Several of the papers mentioned above prove equivalences among blocking policies in particular
or general cases or compare performance measures in the same network for different blocking policies.
These results are discussed separately here.
Onvural and Perros [95] compare different blocking policies for networks with exponentially
distributed service requirements and a single job class. They derive equivalences between them.
Since their work is systematic and includes all previous results, we base our discussion on this paper.
They take a particular network with three stations, arranged so that it is possible to obtain tandem (one
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station feeds the other one, two stations only), split (one station feeds two others downstream) and
merge (two stations feed a single downstream station) configurations by specializing the connections
between stations. The results can be generalized to split and merge configurations that include more
stations, the particular network selected is for definiteness only. They compare the state spaces and the
rate matrix for this network and different blocking policies. In this way, general equivalences
(equivalences that do not depend on the structure of the network) are obtained. They analyze some
special cases in a similar way to obtain equivalences applicable to restricted structures. In all cases of
service blocking conditional blocking is assumed. For rejection blocking only capacity blocking is
considered. The results are as follows:

Tandem C onfiguration
• Service blocking, in which the blocked job cannot enter the server, is equivalent to transfer
blocking if the capacities of the stations are reduced by one.
• Service blocking, in which the blocked job resides in the server, is equivalent to rejection block
ing. This was first proved by Caseau and Pujolle [30].
• Rejection blocking with and without destination change are obviously equivalent, since there is
only one possible destination.

Split Configuration
• Service blocking, in which the blocked job resides in the server, and rejection blocking without
destination change are equivalent.
• If the upstream station is non-blocking, both types of service blocking are equivalent. Con
versely, if the upstream station has finite capacity, they are different.
• Transfer blocking is not equivalent to any other type.
• Rejection blocking with destination change is not equivalent to any other type.
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M erge Configuration
• Transfer blocking is not equivalent to any other type.
• Both models o f rejection blocking are equivalent, since there is only one possible destination.
• Service blocking, in which the blocked job resides in the server, is equivalent to both variants of
rejection blocking with step blocking functions.
• If the upstream station has infinite capacity, both variants of service blocking are equivalent.
For symmetrical networks with exponentially distributed service requirement, de Nitto Person^
and Grillo [92] compare performance among service blocking and transfer blocking. They consider
both the conditional and the unconditional variants of service blocking. Their methods were described
above under transfer and service blocking, sections 2.1 and 2.2. They conclude that for unirings
(cyclic networks) the best policy is transfer blocking, as would be expected intuitively. Its perfor
mance stays high even when the population in the network is greater than optimum. Service blocking
is the second best choice (the conditional and unconditional variants are the same here, since there is
always only one station upstream from a given station). For service blocking, the maximal throughput
is obtained when the number of jobs is exactly half the total capacity o f the network. The performance
decreases symmetrically at both sides o f this maximum.
For birings (i. e. cyclic networks with connections both forward and backwards) it turns out that
the best policy in the range of populations for which there is no deadlock is conditional service block
ing. Transfer blocking is the second best choice, and unconditional service blocking is worst. This
last result is intuitively obvious, since unconditional service blocking stops service unnecessarily for
some jobs.
Akyildiz [6 ] investigates cyclic networks with two stations, multiple servers and general service
requirement distributions. Both transfer and rejection blocking are considered. To validate the
approximate analytical methods proposed, the results are compared with simulation for five different
networks with each o f the two blocking policies. The mean numbers of jobs in the stations turn out to
be close in all cases (the maximal difference found was 19%, usually around 4%). If the service
efforts are similar in both stations the mean residence times for the two policies are also close, contrary
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to what one would expect If the service efforts are significantly different however, mean residence
times for rejection blocking up to 50% higher than for transfer blocking where found.
Bell [21] derives a simple upper bound on the throughput of open networks with service block
ing. This upper bound is also valid for the other blocking policies, so it is discussed here. Call a sta
tion such that all jobs that traverse the network request service at it a common node. If the service
requirements at all stations upstream and downstream of a common node are reduced to zero, the
throughput clearly increases. By reducing the service requirement in the stations upstream of the com
mon node to zero, we are simply increasing the capacity of the common node. The result is a single
station with finite capacity, and so is easy to analyze exactly. The above is repeated for each common
node. The throughput o f the network is at most the least of the throughputs so computed. Note that
not every network has common nodes, and that feedback is not allowed. Using this bound, Bell shows
that the approximations of Boxma and Konheim [23], Hillier and Boling [54] and Takahashi, Miyahara
and Hasegawa [124] are not reliable, since sometimes the computed throughputs exceed this bound.

3. D uality Theorem s for Q ueueing Networks with Rejection Blocking
In this section we prove duality theorems for open and closed queueing networks with rejection
blocking by using the concept of holes. The networks have a single job class and all service require
ments are exponentially distributed. Note that the results presented here are not restricted to any par
ticular topology of the blocking network.
Gordon and Newell [51] solve closed cyclic networks with service blocking by using the idea of
holes. Melamed [87] used this idea to prove C-reversibility for two station tandem networks with mul
tiple servers. This was discussed in section 2. Ammar and Gershwin [16] used the same idea to derive
equivalences among models o f manufacturing networks similar to the assembly/disassembly networks
of Gershwin [49]. Their queueing models are unrelated to the one considered here.
The oiganization of this section is as follows: Section 3.1 defines our model and the notation we
use. In secdon 3.2 we prove the duality theorems for open and closed networks. Section 3.3 gives
some applications of the duality theorems. As the most important application, we derive an exact pro
duct form solution for a special case and give a simple method to compute throughputs in that particu
lar case.

3.1. Notation
Vectors will be written in boldface. Indices i and j will denote fixed but arbitrary stations in
the network, while indices r and s range over all stations unless stated otherwise.
f>ij\

A function related to Kronecker’s delta. We define it by
Kronecker’s delta itself ( 5 =

1

= 1 if i & j , zero otherwise.

if i = j , zero otherwise) will also be used.

N:

Number o f stations in the network.

mt :

Total capacity of station i . When there are m(- jobs in station i , no new jobs are accepted.
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M:

Total capacity of the network, M ='£lmr
r

:

Number of jobs in station i .

k:

State of the network, i. e. vector formed by the numbers o f jobs in each station.

K:

Total number of jobs in the network, i. e. K = ' £ k r . The total number of jobs in the netr

work is fixed for closed networks.

Piji

Probability that a job leaving station i tries to enter station j . If i = 0 , probability that a
new arrival tries to enter station j . If j = 0, probability that a job leaving station i tries to
leave the network. We define Poo = 0. This serves to rule out “ghost streams” of jobs
which never try to enter the network. For closed networks we have p i0= p 0j = 0. We as
sume that the routing matrix is irreducible in all cases.

y.

Nominal arrival rate to the network. The arrival process is assumed to be Poisson. For
closed networks y is taken as zero.

a ( K ): State dependent effort of the arrival process. The only state dependency allowed is through
K , the total number o f jobs in the network. The rate at which new jobs arrive at the system
is given by y a ( K ) when there are K jobs in the network. We assume that a takes values
t

between zero and one only for reasons to become apparent later. This assumption does not
restrict the model in any way, since we can select y so that this condition is satisfied.

d(K): Probability that a job wanting to leave the network is allowed to do so when there is a total
o f K jobs in the network. A job that is not allowed to leave the network returns to the sta
tion from which it came and gets another round of service. After finishing this new round
of service, it again selects a destination, and may try to leave the network again.
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m:

Service rate at station i . The service requirements at station i are distributed exponentially
with parameter |i ; .

f i ( k ): Service effort of station i . When there are k jobs in station i, the rate at which jobs leave
this station is 11, /; ( £ ) . This definition implies /,( 0 ) = 0. W e also assume that / , is other
wise non-zero. This ensures that the Markov process representing the network is irreduci
ble. For reasons that will become apparent later, we restrict / , to take values between zero
and one only. This does not restrict the networks that can be considered, since p ; can be
selected so that this condition holds.

bi(k): Blocking function of station i . When there are k jobs in station i , the probability that a job
arriving at station i is allowed to enter the station is b, (k). We assume that bi (k) = 0 when
ever k

and non-zero otherwise. This restriction is needed to ensure that the Markov

process representing the network is irreducible.

A,-:

Throughput of station * for jobs.

7t(k):

Equilibrium probability of state k.

/,(k ): Operator that adds one job to station i. If the state of the network is k and a job arrives at
station i ffom outside of the network, the result is state /, (k). Defined only if kt <

.

D j( k): Operator that deletes one job from station i. If the state of the network is k and a job leaves
station i and the network, the result is state D, (k). Defined only for £, > 0.

7^(k): Operator that transfers one job from station i to station j . The same as /;(£>j(k)). If the
state of the network is k and a job leaves station i and goes to station j , the result is state
Tij (k). Defined only for kt > 0 and kj < nij + S y .
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We will need inverses for the operators defined here, since the balance equations make heavy
use o f the state from which the network enters state k. The inverses o f all operators are unique when
defined, since there is only one job class. Inverses will be written as D f l(k), etc.

3.2.

T he D uality Theorem s
It is obvious that in a network as described above there are holes, i. e. free spaces that could con

tain a job, in some of the stations. W e can set up equations describing the movement of the holes in
the network. The result, as will be proved below, is a set of equations that describe another network of
the type we are considering here.
We will be talking about two networks that are dual to each other. The quantities of the dual
network that we will construct to a given network will be distinguished by plus signs. The dual net
work can be viewed as the given network after interchanging the roles of jobs and holes. This leads us
to define:
N +:

The number of stations does not change, so N += N .

m*:

The capacity of station i is the same for holes as for jobs, so m,+ = mi .

M +:

The total capacity of the network is the same for holes as for jobs, so M += M .

k+:

Number o f holes in station i , k * = m(- - k {.

K +:

Total number of holes in the network, K += M - K .

k+:

Vector formed by the number of holes in each station, i. e. k+ = m - k, where vector sub
traction is understood.

V:

Throughput of station i for holes.
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n+(k+): Probability of state k+ o f the dual network in equilibrium.

To represent the movements of jobs in the dual network (holes in the given network) we will use the
same operators as before, since no confusion can arise.
The following result applies to open and closed networks:
Lem m a 3.1. The throughput o f station i in the given open or closed blocking network is equal to the
throughput o f station i in the dual network:

V

= h

(3.1)

Proof:
Each time a job leaves station i to go to station j , a hole leaves station j to go to station i. In
the same way, each time a job leaves station i to leave the network, a new hole arrives at station i .
Each time a new job arrives at station j from outside the network, a hole leaves station j to leave the
network. As in equilibrium the arrival rate at a station has to be equal to its departure rate, the lemma
follows. □

3.2.1. O pen Networks
First we write down the balance equations for the given open network using the above notation.
After defining the remaining parameters of the dual network, we prove that the dual network is,
indeed, a queueing network with rejection blocking by deriving the balance equations for holes.
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With state k ranging over all feasible states, the balance equations for an open network can be
written:

n flk )

M

r /r

(kr ) bs (ks -

8 „ ) +

% p r0\lr f r (kr ) d ( K ) +
r

Vr f r ( K + S rs) b s (ks - 1 ) n ( T - \ k ) )

^ PrQ[ir f r(kr+ \ ) d ( K ) n ( D - \ k ) )
r

J a ( K ) b s (k3)

=

s

+

+

(3

2 )

^ p Qs y a ( K ) b s (ks ~ \ ) n ( I s- \ k ) )
s

In equations (3.2) the left hand side is the rate at which state k is left, and the right hand side is
the rate at which state k is entered. Each term of the double sums represents changes due to jobs leav
ing station r and going to station s . The double sums over r and s then represent changes due to jobs
that stay in the network, going from one station to another. The sums over r represent changes due to
jobs leaving the network, and the sums over s are for jobs that enter the network. Note that we assume
that a job going from station i to station j first leaves station i and then it is determined if it is rejected
at station j . This is important only in the case i = j , and gives rise to the use o f the 8„ and the 8rs in
equation (3.2). The terms with r = s in the double sums cancel out.
The next step is an algebraic identity linking the given network and its dual, motivated by the
following properties o f Poisson streams:
(i) If a Poisson stream with rate X splits, i. e. jobs are independently allowed to continue with pro
bability p , the resulting stream is Poisson with rate pX.

(ii) If two Poisson streams with rates Xi and X% are combined, the result is a Poisson stream with
rate X=

Moreover, the probability at an arbitrary instant that the next job comes from

stream i is simply A*XT1
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The exact definitions for

and pij are obtained by considering the following hypothetical (and

impossible) case: the arrival rate to the network is independent of the state, there is no blocking, all
stations have load independent servers and the stations are never empty (i.e ./;(fc ) s 1). Then the ser
vice rates and the arrival rate for holes would be given by:

Mi+ = Poil+'LPnVh-

'

( 3 .3 )

T

" t ~ £PrOl*r

(3 4 )

Equations (3.3) and (3.4) follow from property (i) by taking the rate at which jobs arrive at station i as
the rate at which holes leave station i, i. e. their service rate.
Applying property (ii) to the same hypothetical case gives the following routing probabilities:

tj* o
'

P ttY + E P rfJ» r
r

Poj =

+

Pi 0

iP ro M r

poiy

= --------POi 7 + X P n

j *°
(3.5)
I

^0

Poo = 0

The service effort in the given network is the readiness with which the corresponding station in
the dual network accepts new jobs (holes) in its queue. So it makes sense to take the service effort in
the given network as the blocking function in the dual network. The same argument makes us take the
blocking function in the given network as the service effort in the dual network.
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We define:

f ? { k ) = bi (mi - k )

(3.6)

h \ k ) = fiQ m -k )

(3.7)

Similar arguments can be used for a ( K ) and d(K ), which can be viewed as / and b o f the environ
ment. We define:

a +(K ) = d (M - K )

(3.8)

d +(K) = a (M —K )

(3.9)

The definitions (3.7) and (3.9) are the reason to restrict / , and a o f the given network to take values
between zero and one. Otherwise they could not be interpreted as blocking functions in the dual net
work.
After these preliminaries, we are ready to state the duality theorem for open networks:
Theorem 3.2. With the above definitions, the given open blocking network and its dual have the same
state space, except for relabeling of states. Moreover, the equilibrium state distributions o f the given
network and its dual are the same, except for relabeling:

n+(k+) = 7t(k)

,

(3.10)

Proof:
The definition o f k+ shows that both state spaces are indeed identical, except for the relabeling.
The relation between the equilibrium state probabilities is obvious, since both describe the same state
of the given network.
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From the definitions of the plussed quantities given in equations (3.3) to (3.5) it follows that:

Pij Mi = Pji n /

(3.11)

Poj 7 = Pjo M-/

(3.12)

PiaV-i = P o i t

(3.13)

where neither i nor j can be zero.

Furthermore, from equations (3.6) to (3.9) and equations (3.11) to (3.13) we have:

P i j V i f i i h ^ b j i k , ) = p / n ; / / ^ 4) W

)

(3.14)

Pi0\iifi(.ki)d(K ) = p& y+a +(K+)b?(k+)

(3.15)

p 0j y a ( K ) b j ( k j ) = p / 0 | i / / / ^ / ) d +(tf+)

(3.16)

where, again, neither i nor j can be zero.
If we substitute equations (3.14) to (3.16) together with (3.10) into the balance equations (3.2),
we get after exchanging summation indices and rearranging:

n+(k+)

2>» iC/rW) W - 8n) +2>r0HrVrW)d+(K+)+
r,s

r

'L p X

fa (K+)*+(*/) =
s

D r f W f ls * ) ) +

(3.17)

r,s

5>o Hr+/rW +1)d+(K+)n+(D-\k+)) +
r

X pos y+a +(K+) b ;(k s+-

1 ) T t- V

/V ) )

s

Here we have used the fact, pointed out in lemma 3.1, that movements of jobs correspond to move
ments of holes in the opposite direction. The terms of the double sums with r = s cannot be obtained
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by using the definitions of the plussed quantities from the corresponding terms in equations (3.2).
However, as was pointed out after equation (3.2), these terms cancel there, and they do likewise in
(3.17). It is seen that equations (3.17) are the balance equations of a network o f the type we are con
sidering in this section, since they have exactly the same form as equations (3.2). This shows that the
plussed quantities indeed define a network that has the same state space (except for the relabeling) and
the same equilibrium state probabilities (except, again, for the relabeling) as the given network. □
Note that the dual to the dual network is nothing more than the given network. This is easily
checked by applying the same transformation that gives the dual network again to the plussed quanti
ties. The results are the values for the given network.

3.2.2. Closed Networks
The way in which we proceed for closed networks is exactly the same as the way we handled
open networks in section 3.2.1. Only some of the definitions of the parameters of the dual network are
different
In closed networks there are no external arrivals, so we define y = 0. We also have p Qj = 0 and
P io

= 0. With these definitions, the balance equations (3.2) simplify to the following for a closed net

work:

« (k )Z P » M r/r(* r)6 .(* ,-6 „ ) =
r,s
r,s

Mr / r ( * r ' +

$

»

) "

D M fl^ k ))
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The service rates and the routing probabilities for the dual network are derived in the same way
as for the open network. Definitions (3.3) and (3.5) simplify to:

M i"

=

2 > r i

(3.19)

Mr

+ _ Pi* ^
P‘J ~ X P riV r

(3.20)

Theorem 3 3 . With the above definitions, thegiven closed blockingnetwork and its dual have the
same state space, except forrelabeling of states.Moreover,the equilibrium state probabilities of the
given network and its dual are the same:

7t+(k+) = 7t(k)

(3.21)

Proof:
From the definitions of n* and p j , equations (3.19) and (3.20), we have:

Pij

= PjiV-j

(3.22)

As for the open network, with the definitions of / , +(&) and b f( k ) , equations (3.6) and (3.7),
equations (3.22) give:

Pij t o f i ^ b j i k j ) = P > ; / / ( f c y > , W )

(3.23)

If equation (3.23) is substituted into the balance equations (3.18) for the closed network, together with
(3.21) we get after exchanging summation indices:

n+(k+) 2 X M # r W ) W - S „ ) = 2 X t t r+/ rW + $ „ ) bs+{ks+- \ ) k+{T-\V.+))
r ts

r %s

(3

24)

1
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Again we took some liberties with the terms with r = s. It is obvious that equations (3.24) are the bal
ance equations for another closed network of the same kind, since they have the same form as equa
tions (3.18). Clearly, the total number o f jobs in the given network and its dual am related by
K += M - K . This completes the proof. □
Note that the restriction to finite capacities is not really necessary here. W e could redefine those
stations with infinite capacities to have capacity K , the total number of jobs in the network, without
disturbing the balance equations.
In some cases of closed networks we can “prune” capacities without affecting the balance equa
tions, obtaining still other networks that are equivalent to the given one. This is most easily explained
by an example. Take a network with 3 stations, each with capacity 10. Assume that there are 25 jobs
in the network. This means that in the dual network there are 3 -10-25 = 5 jobs and each station has
capacity 10. But by the same reasoning as before, we can simplify the model by restricting the station
capacities to 5. The dual to this modified dual is clearly equivalent to the original network, but the sta
tion capacities in it are all equal to 5, and there are only 3 -5 -5 = 10 jobs in the modified given net
work.
Theorem 3.2 could easily be derived from theorem 3.3 by adding a new station (call it 0)
representing

the

environment.

We

would

then

have

K=M,

Mo = Y, f 0(k) = a ( M - k ) ,

b 0(k) = d (M - k ) and the routing probabilities would stay the same. For the sake of clarity we have
given separate proofs.

3.3. A pplications o f the D uality Theorem s
The above theorems can be applied to any network in which the present blocking policy is real
ized. Further results can be obtained from them by considering special cases, as done below.

3.3.1. E xact Analysis of Closed N etw orks with Rejection Blocking
Using theorem 3.3 it is possible to analyze certain closed network models with rejection block
ing exactly. That is the content o f the following corollary.
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C orollary 3.4. If in a closed network of the type considered here the following hold true:
(i) All stations have single servers
(ii) The total number o f jobs in the network is such that at most one station can be empty at a time,
all other stations being full in that case (i.e. M —K < mt V t )
Then we have:
(i) The given blocking network has a product form solution.
(ii) The following performance measures (and any others that might be required) can be computed
using classical algorithms, like Convolution [29,89], MVA [109] or LBANC [35]:
• Mean number o f jobs, ^ .
• Throughputs, A*.
• Mean sojourn times,

Proof:
The blocking functions in the dual network are step funcdons {bi(k ) = 1 for k < m t ,

(k )= 0

otherwise), since we have:

b fik ) = / , K -k )

(3.25)

and for single servers we can write:

0
1

if k < 0
otherwise

(3.26)

All blocking in the dual network is then capacity blocking. The restricdon on the total number of jobs
in the given network means that if a stadon is full in the dual network, all jobs (i. e. holes) are in it and
all other stadons are empty (i. e. full o f jobs). But in this case there is no blocking, and the dual net
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work is a classical network.
Claim (i) now follows from theorem 3.3 and the fact that the dual network has the product form
solution [20,64]:

=

nr

G (K )

n . M r/r ( 0
(JSJSfc*

(3-27)

Here the e * are a solution of the linear system:

(3.28)

and G +(/ST+) is a normalization constant such that the sum of the equilibrium state probabilities is one.
From theorem 3.3 we have 7t+(k+) = n(k). So the equilibrium state distribution, equation (3.27), can
also be written:

n(k) =

G

)

(1 2 9 )

r IS/S*. f tr / r ( ‘ )

Multiplying the product in equation (3.29) by

„

„

t f f r +( D

n

n

—

(3. 30)
er

r l£/£m,

‘

and defining G (K) by

G(AT) =

G+(/i:+) n n
r

(3.31)
er
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provides after cancelling common factors in the product:

n ; / r +( o

7t(k) =

(3.32)

Now V = m, - k ; and / ; +(fft;- / ) = £>;(/) by definition. Changing indices in the inner product of
(3.32), we finally get:

1

= T

^ n

n

\ C b A l - 1)
~

(3.33)

Claim (ii) also follows from the fact that the dual network is a classical network. In detail, we
have:

kt : W e can compute k * for the dual network using a classical algorithm. By taking the expected
value of the definition of k * one gets:

ki = m-t - k i +

(3.34)

Using equation (3.34), the mean number of jobs is obtained by a classical algorithm applied
to the dual network, as claimed.

Xi: By lemma 3.1, the throughput o f station i in the given network is the same as the throughput
o f station i in the dual network. But the dual network is a classical network, so we can com
pute the throughputs of each station in the dual network by classical algorithms. This pro
vides a way to compute the throughputs in the blocking network by a classical algorithm.
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Tt :

Using Little’s law [78] we obtain the mean sojourn times as

= kt X f1. As methods to com

pute kt and A,- using a classical algorithm were outlined above, mean sojourn times in the
blocking network can also be computed by the use of classical algorithms.

This completes the proof. □
In previous papers the product form solution is simply verified by substitution into the balance
equations [55,105]. No other performance measures were found. The only exception to this is the
work o f Gordon and Newell [51], who proved a duality theorem for cyclic networks and applied it to
the case where no station can ever be empty.
The approach used here also shows that the solution obtained is applicable to a somewhat wider
range o f cases than previously thought. Previous results [51,55] were restricted to the case where
there could never be an empty station in the network. The present result allows one empty station,
provided that if a station is empty all other stations in the network are full. This can, in retrospect, also
be deduced by previous methods. It was not noticed before, probably because the methods used did
not show the source of the restriction.

3 .3 .2 .

S e lf-d u a l N e tw o r k s

In some networks our results yield exact relations between some o f the stations. This happens
whenever the dual to a given network turns out to have the same structure as the given network, but
with the stations relabeled.
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Formally, assume that there exists a labeling function /( /) such that;

Pij - Pi{i)i(j)

(3.35)

M* = W+(.)

(3.36)

/» (* ) ~ f m & )

(3.37)

b i(k) = b,+
(i)( k )

(3.38)

Equations (3.35) to (3.38) simply say that the dual network has exactly the same form as the given net
work. Equation (3.38) implies:

rrii = m,+
(i)
= mm

(3.39)

The appropriate duality theorem then provides relations between stadons i and I ( i). For exam
ple:

K = ki\i)
= »»< - k i(i)

(3.40)

Using lemma 3.1, the following reladon among throughputs can be derived:

\

- ^((i)

(3.41)
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Possibly the simplest examples o f self-dual networks are tandem networks with capacity block
ing in which all station capacities are the same, all service rates are the same, the arrival rate at the sys
tem is the same as the service rates and each station has a single server. Then it is easy to see that the
above conditions hold. If the stations are numbered 1 , 2 , . . . , N starting at the station at which new
jobs arrive, then / ( i) = N +1 - i . In this case we get:

ki + km = m,

(3.42)

In particular, if the number o f stations is odd the station in the middle satisfies i = / (i), and so without
further calculation we know that

(3.43)
2

This idea is not restricted to open networks. It will be applicable to closed networks for which a
function I as described exists, as long as the number of jobs in the network is exacdy half the total
capacity of the network. An example is a central server model. Number the central server 1, and the
others 2, 3 , . . . , N . Clearly, here /( l ) = 1 is forced by the topology of the network. We have:

(3.44)

Pit = 1

For the central server, station 1, equations (3.19) and (3.36) together with (3.44) give:

1^1

=

2
Hr
2SrSN

(3.45)

Assuming arbitrarily that I ( i ) = i for 2 < i < N also, equations (3.19) and (3.36) give:

*'*1

(3.46)
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Equations (3.46) automatically ensure that equations (3.35) are satisfied. We also need to restrict
and 6 ,. Equations (3.37) and (3.38) are satisfied when:

f i {k) = bi (mi - k )

(3.47)

If we now consider this network exactly half full, i. e. when

K = y

(3.48)

we get, without computation, that each station is exactly half full on average,

Self-dual networks should prove useful as test cases for approximate methods, since for them
some exact performance measures are obtained easily. The usual alternative is to compare approxima
tions with the results o f simulation, which is costly and, by its very nature, can never be exact.
As an aside, for symmetric uniring (cyclic) networks de Nitto Persone and Grillo [92] report that
with service blocking the throughput reaches a maximum at a population of exactly half the total net
work capacity, decreasing symmetrically at both sides o f the maximum. The explanation of this puz
zling phenomenon is based on the fact that their symmetric uniring networks are self-dual because of
the equivalency between rejection and service blocking in cyclic networks when the service require
ment distributions are exponential. As a result, de Nitto Persone and Grillo [92] have the same net
work at both sides of the maximum, once the given network and once its dual. The symmetry o f the
throughputs observed is then a consequence of lemma 3.1.
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3.3.3. Use in Simulation
Rejection blocking is not considered in simulation packages for queueing networks, like RESQ
[79,114-116]. For the case o f capacity blocking (i.e. bt (k) = 1 if k < mit b ^ k ) = 0 otherwise) Akyildiz [6 ] developed a RESQ model to simulate rejection blocking in his investigation o f cyclic networks
with two stations and different types o f blocking. The only case considered is capacity blocking, gen
eral blocking functions cannot be handled in the same way. However, if the stations have single
servers only (and the arrival process is state-independent for open networks), the dual network will
have only step blocking functions, since by the definition of b + we have:

t>i+(k ) = f i i m i - k )

(3.50)

and for single server stations we can write:

if < 0
i otherwise

[0

//(£ ) -

(3.51)

Equation (3.51) substituted into equation (3.50) gives precisely a step function, i.e. capacity blocking.
So, one can simulate the dual o f a blocking network and obtain the desired performance measures for
the given network by the use of lemma 3.1 and theorems 3.2 or 3.3, as appropriate.

4 .

E x a c t S o lu tio n s w ith

M

u ltip le J o b

C la s s e s a n d

R e je c tio n

B lo c k in g

In this section we consider an extension of the previous model to multiple job classes. We show
that for reversible routing in closed, mixed and open networks the equilibrium state probabilities have
product form under rather general assumptions about blocking functions. The model allows general
service requirement distributions and jobs that change class. The restriction to reversible routing is
necessary, since the model of Hordijk and van Dijk [55] is a special case of ours, and they prove that
reversible routing is a necessary condition for product form.
The organization of the rest of this section is as follows: In section 4.1 we describe our model
and the notation for networks with multiple job classes is given. In section 4.2 we derive the balance
equations and prove the main resuit o f this section, the product form o f the equilibrium state probabili
ties. Using this product form, in section 4.3 the distributions for occupancies and populations are
derived.

4 .1 .

M

o d e l D e s c r ip tio n

a n d

D e fin itio n s

We consider queueing networks with N stations and C job classes. Jobs are allowed to change
class. The blocking policy in the model is rejection blocking with destination changes. As there are
several job classes, the blocking policy is more complex than in the case o f section 3, where there is a
single job class. The symmetric scheduling disciplines allowed here add to the complexity.
First we describe an isolated station, in particular the service requirement distributions, the
scheduling disciplines and the blocking functions. Then we turn to a description o f the stations in the
network, in particular the routing probabilities and the exact fate of a rejected job that returns to a sta
tion is defined.

4 .1 .1 .

A n

I s o la te d

S ta tio n

We will denote the state of station i by:

((K.l.CT.i), (K,2 ,CTi2), . . . . (^* ,, 0 ,*,))

(4.1)

— 46 —
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Here kt is the number of jobs in station i , k i7 is the class o f the job in position / o f station i and a it is
the number of remaining phases of service for that job, as defined below. We will denote the number
o f jobs o f class a in station i by kia.

4.1.1.1, Service R equirem ent D istributions
A job of class a requests service at station i distributed as Fia with mean l/p ia. By the results
o f Barbour [18], it is enough to establish our results for distribution functions that are finite mixtures of
Erlang distributions. The restrictions that Barbour imposes on the network are that there be no multi
ple transitions and that the arrival processes be independent of the state of the network. Both are
satisfied in the model of this section.
We will represent the service requirement distributions as mixtures o f Erlang distributions of the
following form:

E i a = ^ , 8ia ;t E tv,a

( 4 . 2)

where Eiv,. is the Erlang distribution with t phases, each with rate v ,a. We assume that the sum in
equation (4.2) is finite, but we refrain from giving the limits to keep notation simple. Definition (4.2)
means that with probability gia., a job of class a accepted at station i will have to traverse t exponen
tial phases, each of which has rate via. This requires:

£&<*;» =

(4.3)

1

It also implies:

J_
- iVo
_L_
n.
o i 'a ; / ^
Hia

t

via

(4.4)
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By renewal theory the probability that at an arbitrary instant a job with service requirement dis
tribution Fia still has to traverse s phases is given by:

riais ) —

(4.5)

ict tzs

Note that by (4.3):

r,a(l) = ^

(4.6)

v ia

4 .1 .1 .2 .

S c h e d u lin g

D is c ip lin e s

A scheduling discipline (/",<(>, y ) is defined by [31,34,65,66]:

/ (k ):

Total service effort when there are k jobs in the station.

<j>(/, k ): Fraction of the service effort destined to the job in position I when there are k jobs in the
station (zero for I outside o f 1 < / <,k). This requires:

2

ISISk

W .*)=i

v*

(47)

'

'

y (/,fc): Probability that an arriving job is placed in position I when there are k jobs in the station
(zero for I outside o f 1 < / < k + 1 ). This requires:

2

is /s t +1

y ( / ,* ) =

1

V*

(4.8)
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Kelly [65] calls a scheduling discipline symmetric (Chandy and Martin [31] call them station balanc
ing) if

¥ ( / , * ) = « / , * + !)

(4.9)

This framework clearly does not describe all possible scheduling disciplines, for example there
is no way to give one job class priority over another. Scheduling disciplines that depend on the sendee
requirements, like Shortest Job First (SJF), cannot be described either. Nevertheless, the class of
scheduling disciplines that can be described is rich. Some examples are:

FCFS: First come, first served is described by <|>(1,&) = 1 andy(/fc+l,A) = 1.
LCFS: Last come, first served preemptive is described by § ( k ,k ) = 1 andt|/(fc+l,/fc)= 1.
PS:

Processor sharing is described by <)>(/,k ) = 1Ik andy(jfc+l,/fc)= 1.

RAND: Service in random order (Spim [119]) is described by <p(l,A:) = 1 and \ff(l,k ) = l/k for
l >2.
Other scheduling disciplines that lead to product form in classical queueing networks, like LBPS (Last
batch processor sharing, Noetzel [93]) can also be described [31].
It should be noted that the description of a particular scheduling discipline is not unique. For
example, the description for PS given above is not symmetric, but if we set \|f( l,k ) = l/(£ + l) the dis
cipline becomes symmetric. The only difference between the two is that this alternative does not keep
the jobs in their order of arrival, while the description given above does. O f the remaining disciplines,
FCFS and RAND are not symmetric, while LCFS is.
We assume that a job selects a service requirement before starting to get service, i. e. when a job
enters station i in class a it is assigned a number of phases o f service according to the gia-s . If a job in
class a is in position I o f station i and the number of jobs in station i is A,, the rate at which that job
advances to its next phase o f service (or finishes service at the station if it is in its last phase o f service
there) is v.-a/,-(*)<[>,• (/,*,-).
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4 .I .I .3 .

B lo c k in g

F u n c tio n s

We call the probability that a job is accepted at a station the blocking function of the station. In
the most general case, the blocking function of a station could depend on the state of the entire net
work. In our model (as in the models of Pittel [105], Hordijk and van Dijk [55], Cohen [37] and
van Dijk and Tijms [44]), we allow a dependence only on the state of the destination station. The pro
bability that a job is accepted depends on its class.
Define a partition of the job classes, and denote the set of job classes that contains class a by
[a]. W e write the probability that a job o f class a arriving at station i is accepted when there are a to
tal of k( jobs in it, of which kia are of class a and k-t [al are o f classes in the set that contains class a , as:

biofMi) =

Here hia>

[«](*< [a]) *;(*«•)

(4.10)

and hL are arbitrary. The only restriction on them is that if fy(/) = 0 then hi(k) = 0 for

all A > / . Similar restrictions apply to hia and Ai[a]. The smallest I as above is then the maximal capa
city of the station for jobs, for jobs of class a and for jobs of classes in [a], respectively. These restric
tions are needed to ensure irreducibility of the Markov process that represents the queueing network.
More generally, it is possible to take several independent partitions of the job classes and define
the blocking function of a job in class a as a product similar to the one in equation (4.10) over all par
titions (note that we have the partition into single job classes, an arbitrary partition and the partition
into a single set in that expression). To divide the job classes into partitions is only a notational con
venience, since we can assign /?, („](!:) =

1

whenever we do not wish jobs in a certain set of classes to

be blocked in some partition.

4 .1 .2 .

T h e N e tw o r k

The state o f the network will be described by (ordered) N-tuples of station states. W e will use x
and y to denote arbitrary states of the network. We define the occupancy o f the network as a N -tuple
o f strings o f job classes, where the /-th string represents the classes of the jobs in station i in order.
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The population of the network gives the numbers of jobs of each class in each station. Occupancies
and populations are defined in the obvious ways for single stations. The occupancy of the network will
be denoted by n, and its population by k. For single stations we will use n, and k,, respectively.
A class

a job that tries to leave station i to go to station j in class P but is rejected there returns

to station i in class

a. It is treated exactly like an arriving job, only that it cannot be rejected. Note

that our model differs from the model of van Dijk and Tijms [44] in that they specify that the job
returns to the same position in station i ’s queue. In our model it may be placed in any position of the
queue, as long as the scheduling discipline allows i t
The structure of the network itself is fixed by:

P ia jfi

Routing probabilities. Probability that a job of class a that leaves station i tries to enter sta
tion j in class

p. Direct feedback is not allowed, i.e. p ia,,p = 0 V i, a , p.

Po,yp: Probability that an exogenous job tries to enter station j in class

p. W e assume that new

jobs arrive at a (fixed) rate y to the network. The process that generates exogenous arrivals
is assumed to be Poisson.

Pi a, o' Probability that a job that finished service in station i in class a leaves the network.

One can define an equivalence relation on pairs (station, job class) by defining ( i ,a ) = (J, P) iff
either (i, a) = ( /, P) or a job that starts in station i, class

a can wind up in station j , class P after a

series of transitions. This relation is reflexive by definition. Transitivity follows by the fact that if a
job can go from ( t, a ) to (J, P) and from (J , p) to ( k , y), it can go from

(i, a) to (k , y). Assuming that

there are no useless pairs (station, job class), a job in ( i , a) can return there. So, if ( i, a ) = (J, p) then
there is a way to go from (J, P) to ( i , a ), i. e. the relation is commutative. This proves that the relation
is an equivalence relation. We call each of the equivalence classes of this relation a routing chain or
chain for short. Without loss o f generality we assume that the sets o f job classes in different routing
chains are disjoint. So we can identify a routing chain with a set of job classes.
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The network is closed fo r routing chain T if P o jp = 0 for all (J, beta) e f \ The network is open
fo r routing chain T if Po,/p is non-zero for at least one (j,b e ta ) e T. The network is closed if it is
closed for all routing chains. The network is mixed if it is closed for some routing chains and open for
others. The network is open if it is open for all routing chains.
For future convenience, we define the eia by:

eia ~ YPo./a + 2 j e/pP/P,ia
/P

(411)

There will be one such system of equations for each routing chain. Note that for closed chains the
linear system (4.11) is homogeneous. In that case, we take any particular non-zero solution of the sys
tem as the eia.
In classical networks the eia are the throughputs of station i for jobs of class a if the network is
open for the routing chain that contains job class a. If the network is closed for the routing chain that
contains class a , they can be interpreted as relative throughputs. In the present case these quantities
have no physical significance, since the routing of the jobs depends not only on the routing probabili
ties but also on blocking.
We furthermore assume that routing is reversible, i. e. that:

eiaPia,j$ ~ ejfiPjfi,ia
Y P o ^ p ~ <vPP/P,0

V r, 7 , CX,P
w- n
vj,p

(4.12)

Reversible routing means that the Markov chain o f the pairs (station, class)visited by a job in
the absence o f blocking is reversible [6 6 ]. In a classicalnetwork reversible routing means

that the

flow o f jobs from station i and class a to station j and class P is the same as the flow of jobs from sta
tion j and class p to station i and class a . This interpretation is not applicable to blocking networks.
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We introduce the operators:

A u (x):

Advances the /-th job in station i to the next phase o f its service requirement
(defined whenever I <

and a it > 1 ).

Deletes the /-th job in station i (defined only when I < kt and

D;j(x):

0,7

= 1). The jobs in

positions / + 1 , 1 + 2 ..... kt are shifted forward to positions I , I + 1 ..... kk-

1,

respec

tively.

Ar ;<»(*):

Inserts a job of class a in the /-th position in station i with s phases of service left
(defined whenever / <£,• +1). The jobs in positions /, / + 1 ,..., £, (if any) are shift
ed back one position to / + 1, /

Tik jt. cu(x):

+2

..... £,• + 1, respectively.

Transfers the job in position k o f station i to position / of station j and class a with
s phases of service left (defined whenever k < kiy a ik =

1

and / < kj +t>ti, where

was defined in section 3). The same as /y/;ar (Dik(x)).

When discussing the balance equations, we will need the inverses o f these operators to describe
the state from which the network enters state x. Except for the case of 7/ii/(;as and Da , the inverse is
unique when defined. When one o f these operators are applied, the class in which the affected job was
is lo st We will not need an inverse for D u . We write

for the inverse of TUj , . ta s if the affected

job comes from class P in what follows.

4 .2 .

T h e

E q u ilib r iu m

S ta te

D is tr ib u tio n

The balance equations for a network like the one described in this section are complex. We
need to break them down into more manageable pieces. To that end, we introduce some further nota
tion. Let S is the set of feasible states of the network, and q (x, y) the transition rate from state x to
state y.
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The global balance equations can then be written:

n(x)

2

q (x ,y ) =

2

q (y, x)jt(y)

(4.13)

To keep the equations readable, we will assume that the job at position I o f station i is in class k
and has a phases o f service left. With the above notation and these conventions, we can write down
the transition rates from state x to other states as follows:

?(x»(/m;P.(*)) = />0./pY*yp(ky)¥y(OT>*y)g/p:i

(4.14)

q ( x , D u(x)) = pi k, o

(4.15)

v ,-

Kf i (ki ) < ( > , • ( / , kt )

<7 (x,Al7 (x)) = v iK/ i (*,•)<(>,■(/,*,•)

q

(* » ^ i’/,/ i f » ; P * ( * ) )

Pi K, j P

(4.16)

1

W t c / i ( ^ i ) *)*( ( >

^ j p (k y

) Vy

(^2, k j ) gjf os

(4.17)

Equation (4.14) corresponds to exogenous jobs entering the network while equation (4.15) corresponds
to jobs leaving the network. Equation (4.16) is for a job that finishes a phase of its service and
advances to the next one. Equations (4.17) and (4.18) are for jobs that try to go from station i to sta
tion j , successfully in (4.17) and unsuccessfully in (4.18). No other transitions are possible. If the net
work is closed, the transitions described by equations (4.14) and (4.15) are also ruled out.
Now we can state the principal result of this section, the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1. Consider an open, closed or mixed queueing network with rejection blocking in which
routing is reversible and there is no direct feedback. Assume that all stations satisfy one of the follow
ing:
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(i) Have symmetric scheduling disciplines with general service requirement distributions that may
depend on the job class. We call these stations type I. For scheduling disciplines in the class
we consider the symmetry condition is necessary and sufficient if the service requirement dis
tributions are different for different job classes or are non-exponential.
(ii) Have exponential service requirement distributions that do not depend on the job class. Here
the scheduling discipline is arbitrary in the class of disciplines we consider. We call these sta
tions type II.

Furthermore, assume all blocking functions take the form:

*ia(k.) = A(«<*ia)fyea(*iKl>M*i)

(4-19)

where [a] is the routing chain that contains job class a . Here the functions hiy hia and hi[a] are as in
equation (4.10).
Then the equilibrium state probabilities have the product form:

Aj(/ 1)
,\T-T n
1)
n
r
i
K
(a
)n
n
mi
dii
n
—-—
ISIS*, J i t 'J
r lS/Sfcr
a isrsfc.
Fia
ei a h i a (,l

*<*) =

(4.20)

Here i ranges over all stations, T ranges over all routing chains and a ranges over all job classes.
Also, G is a normalization constant, selected such that the equilibrium state probabilities add up to
one. Here riK(s) is the probability that the job at position / in station i (remember the convention
about k) still has to traverse s phases o f service, as defined by (4.4).
Proof:
The solution (4.20) can be verified by substituting it into the global balance equations (4.13). To
simplify this task, it is convenient to use simpler (and more detailed) balance equations that add up to
the global balance equations. In this way, if the proposed solution satisfies these simpler balance equa
tions, it automatically satisfies the global balance equations. Such sets are the local balance equations
[34] and the jo b local balance equations [65] (also called station balance equations [31]).
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Fix a state x and mark a job. Then the job local balance equations state:

rate out o f state x due to the marked job = rate into state x due to the marked job

The local balance equations are nothing but the sum of the job local balance equations over all possible
positions in a station i ’s queue. They equate the flow into a state due to jobs o f a class a at a station i
with the flow out o f that state due to the same kind of change.
W e will consider the case of arbitrary scheduling disciplines and service requirement distribu
tions throughout. W e specialize the results to stations of types I and II at the end of the proof.
Assume that in state x the masked job is in station i in position /. Assume further that the class
o f the marked job is K and that it has a phases of service left. The rate out o f state x due to the marked
job is:

(4.21)

while the rate into that state due to the marked job is given by:

ARR +M OV +REJ +ADV

(4.22)

Here ARR is the rate due to exogenous arrivals, MOV is for jobs which come from other stations, REJ
is for jobs which try to leave station i but are rejected, ending up in position I , and AD V is for jobs
which advance to their next phase o f service. To make the equations more compact, we will use
k, - ua to denote the population of station i with one less job of class a in what follows.
Written out fully, the terms in equation (4.22) are:

ARR

= Po>iK7('iK( k . - u K) \|; l ( / , k , - l ) g iK.CTjc(/l7.1K<J(x))

(4.23)
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MOV = £

PjuxVjifjikj +D tyt.kj +i y

2

>0

UK) V < (/,^

££/ = 1

I

1 )£ik;o

(x ))

(4.24)

PiK.;pViK/ i (fci )<i)i ( i , <:,')[ l-feyp(k; ) l

; P lfi/Sfc

L

= ViK/'i (/:i)<t>i(/,^)7i(/li, 1(x))

J

(4.26)

To simplify the handling of equations (4.23) to(4.26), it is convenient to write theprobabilities
of the neighboring states in terms o f the probability of state x. We use the product form solution (4.20)
for this.

«(/«?ioj(x)) = — r~ 7L—

r - n(x)

eiKQ.it(k i ~ “ k)

(4.27)

M-<kf t (fci) k(G)

« rA ( * »

-

e ^ k '- u ^ c )

K(X)

(4‘28)

Vi x f t i K)

n(T)7,^;L(x)) =

1

n (Au (*)) =

-

^ ‘K. .

7C(x)

riK (^+ l)
T— n(x)
ri k(CT)

(4.29)
f
(4.30)

In this list we have used the same order in which these probabilities appear in expressions (4.23) to
(4.26). We can then substitute equations (4.27) to (4.30) into each term of the rate into state x as given
in equations (4.23) to (4.26) and simplify.
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Ann
_/ \
Miic/i (^i) Yi (^>^i
ARR = n (x )p 0 iK y ................
ei Kri k(®)
. .

8iK ,a

-

M i x / i ^ i ) V i ( l > £ | — l)8 iK ;o r

— k(x)P' K0 e, K

e iK^.K(CT)
, ^

Mi i c /i ( ^ i ) Y i (^ >^i ~ 1) 8i k; cj

" ” (x)p' ^ °

MOV = * 0 0 2

^

2

P/UK

(4-31)

gyp

*1*/ (^ »

1 ) ^yp(ky ) Mi k

Mi k /

i

( ^ i ) Y i 0 >^-i

1) ffi k ; c

ei Kri k(O )

yp !£(£*;+!

~ n (x)

/i

(^ i ) Y i ((> ^ i

, .

1) J?i ic; Of

e iK r iKV°J

,

„

yP

. . M i x / i ^ i ) Y i ^ . ^ i _ l ) f t 'K ; a . _

= „ (* ) ------------------------------WKVV/

±

s

£MiK,ypeiK^yp(ky)

2
l£(<t;+l

,

*yP(ky )

yp

D rr
, . Mix/i(^i)Yi((>^i l ) 8 ix ; o _
----------- = - 5 >iK.y p
/? £ / = 7t(x )-------------- —
rix W
yp

l-fc y p (k ;)]

>'iK(g+1)

+

(4.32)

(4.33)

(4.34)

n K(o)

It is seen that if we add equations (4.32) and (4.33) for M OV and R EJ the terms involving the
blocking functions cancel. So we have:

M O V + R E J = Jt(x)M /K./i(*i)¥i(f.*i " 1)

2>ix,yp
riK<.U) ; p

= i t ( x ) H , K / i f t ) V i ( / . i , - l ) - ^ : (1 P ik,o)

'■ik(O)

(4.35)
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Adding equations (4.31) and (4.34) for ARR and AD K provides:

ARR+ADV = 7t(x)

£ PiK.0

(4.36)

Combining equations (4.35) and (4.36), we get for the rate into state x due to class k jobs arriving at
position / of station i with a phases o f service left:

(4.37)

Now we are ready to specialize the results for stations of type I and II:

S ta tio n

ty p e I

It is seen that job local balance is not automatically satisfied. Summing equation (4.37) over all
I does not help, because o f the k = ki( and ct = a u that appear in it. So one cannot get a sum of the \|/;
and <f>, alone as would be needed to show local balance. On the other hand, if the scheduling discipline
is symmetric we have by definition (4.9):

y , ( / , * * - 1 ) = * ,(/,* ,)

(4.38)

in which case equation (4.37) reduces to:

rc(x)

(4.39)
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This last step uses the identity:

Sia;s

—

a ri a(s )

£

(2.5+1

8ia;i

(4.40)

Comparing expression (4.39) with the rate out of state x due to the marked job, equation (4.21),
shows that expression (4.20) for

j i (x

) does satisfy the job local balance equations, and so it also

satisfies the global balance equations. Moreover, if the service requirement distribution at station i is
not exponential, or the service requirement distributions for different job classes are different, expres
sion (4.20) is a solution iff the scheduling discipline is symmetric. This proves the claim for stations
o f type I.

Station type II
For stations of type II job local balance does not hold. But local balance does. We have a = 1
and:

=

1

r 1K( a + 1 ) =

0

(4.41)

because there is only one phase of service.
Moreover, we have g iK;1 = 1 and zero everywhere else. Also, we can write (i, both for all |i,a
and all via, there being only one phase and all service requirement distributions having the same mean.
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Rewriting the general expression for the rate out of state x, equation (4.21), summed over all po
sitions in station i ’s queue we get'

£

rt(x) p ,/ , {ki ) 4>(.(/, £,) = n(x) p; / , (/c,) 2

<)>,•(/,*,-)

lsisfc

= 7t(x) p ; /,( * ;)

(4.42)

Note that we are able to simplify equation (4.42) only because all the vi a are equal to p.,.
The counterpart to equation (4.37) for jobs arriving at station i is

n(x) /,(£ ,) £

p) y 1(/,fcl - l ) = jt(x)p,/,(£ ,) £

ISIS*.

¥.(*.*. -1 )

ISIS*,

= Jt(x) Pi / , (*, )

(4 43)

since the glK;CJ= 1 and the rit (a) = 1 disappear. The terms with <(>, appear multiplied by riK( a + 1) = 0.
The rate into the state is then exactly the rate out given by equation (4.42). So the expression given
satisfies local balance and also the global balance equations. □

As pointed out when we described single stations, more general blocking functions can be con
sidered. For definiteness, the proof is carried through for the case in which there is only one partition
(except for single classes and all jobs) and we selected the routing chains as partition since we believe
that this is the case o f most practical interest. In general, however, one can consider several partitions
o f the job classes and the partitions may be different for different stations.
Our job local balance equations and local balance equations only consider one station and a rout
ing chain at a time. We use reversible routing, defined by (4.12), to derive equation (4.37) from equa
tion (4.20). Under the hypothesis o f theorem 4.1, it is well known that there is a product form solution
for classical networks without restrictions on the routing matrix [20,65], The proof is also by using
job local balance [65] or local balance [31]. Reversible routing is then needed only for routing chains
in which there is blocking and only for flows to/from stations that block.
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4 .3 .

D is tr ib u tio n s o f O c c u p a n c ie s a n d

P o p u la tio n s

As for classical networks, the form of the equilibrium state distribution, equation (4.20), has
interesting consequences.
For later convenience, we define the auxiliary functions:

„

A,-(/ —1)

=1n -t
ttt- ii
n
/.(0
r
S/S*,

mz- dh
n
1S/SA,,a IS /Sit,.

eia h:M - 1 )
(4.44)
l*»a

ki
A |(kj) =

K x K i ■■• kiC P i i K )

(4.45)

C orollary 4.2. The equilibrium distribution of the occupancy depends only on the means of the ser
vice requirement distributions (insensitivity). The equilibrium occupancy distribution is given by:

(4.46)

and for populations the equilibrium distribution is given by:

jjllM K )

(4.47)

Here G is the same normalization constant as in the equilibrium state probabilities, equation (4.20).
The functions Pt and A, are defined by (4.44) and (4.45), respectively.
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Proof:
To obtain the probability of the occupancy n all that has to be done is to sum the equilibrium
state probabilities, equation (4.20), over all possible number of phases o f service left for each job. The
form of the equilibrium state probabilities shows that we need sums o f the form:

£ r ia(5 ) =
”io i

s

s Sia;s

V/a

=

1

(4.48)

Using equation (4.48) and the equilibrium state distribution (4.20) we get the equilibrium occupancy
distribution (4.46). The service requirement distributions enter into the equilibrium occupancy distri
bution only by their means, as claimed.
The probability o f an occupancy given by equation (4.46) does not depend on the order of the
jobs in the stations. There are

occupancies o f station i that have the same population, thus proving the distribution for populations
(4.47). □
Open networks have particularly simple equilibrium distributions:
C orollary 4.3. In an open network, the states of the stations are independent. The same holds for the
occupancies and the populations.
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Proof:
This is an immediate consequence o f the product form of the equilibrium state, occupancy and
population distributions for open networks, equations (4.20), (4.46) and (4.47), respectively. □

5. T he R eversed Process for Q ueueing Networks with Rejection Blocking
The study o f reversed Markov processes has been fruitful [53,90,98]. In many cases otherwise
non-obvious results can be derived very simply by considering the reversed process. The reversed
process has been used to verify equilibrium state distributions [64,66], since the equations one has to
handle in the case of reversible and quasi-reversible Markov processes are much simpler than the glo
bal balance equations. Furthermore, many classical queueing network models turn out to be quasireversible [6 6 ],
Here we study the reversed process corresponding to the queueing network with blocking
defined in section 4. The rest of this section is organized as follows: After stating some results that
will be needed later and defining some specialized terminology in section 5.1, in section 5.2 we derive
the transition rates for the reversed process using the equilibrium state distribution given by theorem
4.1. In section 5.3 we analyze the reversed process to determine under what conditions the Markov
process representing the queueing network is reversible. Finally, section 5.4 presents some results
about the departure processes.

5.1. Prelim inaries
Before considering the reversed process, we need some general results on reversed processes.
W e also will need a notation to distinguish quantities for the reversed process from those for the origi
nal process. W e use primes (as in jt'(x) for equilibrium state probabilities) for the reversed process.
The most important result linking the original and the reversed Markov process is the following
(Kelly [6 6 , theorem, 1.12]):
For an arbitrary Markov process, with any two states x and y, where the transition rate from x to
y is q (x, y) and the equilibrium state probabilities are tc (x ) and 7t(y), the rate from state x to state y in
the reversed process is given by:

»-<*.»> -

" f r y

(5.D

— 65 —
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Furthermore, the equilibrium state probabilities are equal to those in the original proces:

J t'(x )

=

(5.2)

n (x )

Finally, if the original process is stationary so is the reversed process.
W e will need some further terminology in this section. We use the definitions of Kelly [6 6 ]: A
Markov process is reversible if it is stochastically indistinguishable from its reversed process. A sta
tionary process is dynamically reversible if it is stochastically indistinguishable from its reversed pro
cess after some relabeling o f states. A stationary process is quasi-reversible if its state is independent
of later arrivals and prior departures.
It should be noted that only Markov processes in equilibrium can be reversible [6 6 , lemma 1.1],
dynamically reversible or quasi-reversible by these definitions. Note also that the definition o f quasireversible is applicable only to open and mixed queueing networks.

5 .2 .

T h e

T r a n s itio n

R a te s

o f th e

R e v e r s e d

P r o c e s s

Substituting the transition rates derived in section 4 and the equilibrium state probabilities given
by theorem 4.1 in equation (5.1) gives the transition rates of the reversed process.
The transition rates q (x, y) are given by equations (4.14) to (4.18):

<7(x>^m;|fc(x)) = Po,)P Y6yp(ky )\|/; ( m , kj )£,p;i

(5.3)

q (x ,D u (\)) = p iK>o V,-Kf i )<)>,• ( i, k i)

(5.4)

q (x ,A u (x)) = v iKf i (*/)<)>,■(/,*,-)

(5.5)

?(*»7i/,ym;p*(x)) = P.X/P v; J i (ki ) <h0 - ki ) bj ^ kJ) V, ("* >ki

(5.6)
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The equilibrium state probabilities take the form (4.20):

n ho- iy,K
(<y)nr n M/-i)na nl£k,.

*(*) =

1ilih

lS (S * ir

IS

V-iaJiV)

(5.8)

From expressions (5.3) to (5.8) we can compute:

..

. ..

a

ct(k|) r;a( s )

(5.9)

l W ,( * i + 1)

/ ■ n e w

M iic /i(^ i)

7t(£>w (x )) = ----- — — -------K

i k(

i

« x)

—

, .

Jt(x)

(5.10)

K( 1 )

r:Ja+1)

n (A u W ) = ------ 7 —

(5.11)

n(x)

( ,7>:|is( )) " * i A K( k ,'- u K)r 1K( l)

H ,p /y(*, + 1 )

71(50

r:K(i )
«(?/».,•«;«,(*)) = T~777 «(*)
riK(l)

(5.12)

(5.13)

Combining equations (5.9) to (5.13) with equations (5.3) to (5.7) gives the transition rates for the
reversed process.
In detail, we obtain for jobs arriving from outside in the original network to go to position m of
station j , in class P with s phases of service left:

«'(0*#,(x).x) =

Pojf>ybjfifrj)Vj(m,kj)gmi

= Pjp.o Vj pf j i kj +

V-jyfj(kj + *)
ej pbjf,(kj)rjp(s)

vyp r,p(i)

(5.14)

In the reversed network, this corresponds to a job of class P that leaves the network from position m of
station j after s phases of service.
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For a job that leaves the original network from position I in station i we get:

/ \ x \) = p iKto v ,K/t , n- )\ acf),. /t
q '/■n
(Du (x),
( / , ^t \ eiKb i K(k i - «K)riK(l)
------Mi */.•(*«)

= P o,ik ybiJJ&i —u K) § i(l,k i)

(5.15)

To derive equation (5.15) we used the identity:

^aO ) = ^
wa

(5.16)

Equation (5.15) corresponds to a job that arrives from outside at station i , position I in class K in the
reversed network.
For a job in station i position / that advances to its next phase of service in the original network:

r ,K( a + 1)
q (Ait(x),x) = ViKf i ( k i ) ^ i ( l , k i ) ------— —
ri k(O)

(5.17)

This corresponds to the same type o f transition in the reversed network, only that the job advances
towards phase 1 in the original network while it advances to higher phases in the reversed network.
For a job that leaves position / o f station i and goes to position m of station j in class p with s
phases of service left in the original network we have:

p,(x),x) =

P i K, f t V

i K f

ei Kbj

i ( k i ) b jfi ( k j ) \ \ f j ( m , k j ) g f t . s

n(kj ~ U|t) f j K( 1)

M ,k/,(*,)

=

P -j\\fj (k j

■

)

ejpbjp(kj)rjSi(s)

V j t f j ( k j ) b i K(ki - Uk)

(5.18)
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In the reversed network this corresponds to a job of class p leaving position m of station j to go to
position I of station i in class k .
Finally, for a job that tried to go from position / of station i to station j in class p, but was re
jected and returned to position n of station i in the original network we have:

(5.19)

In the reversed network, the job in position n of station i tried to leave station i to go to some other
station j and class P but was rejected and returned to station i , position I .

5.3.

Reversibility Properties o f the Network
With the explicit expressions for the transition rates, equations (5.14), (5.15) and (5.17) to

(5.19), we can now analyze the process that represents the queueing network for reversibility. In par
ticular, the above informal descriptions of the transitions of the reversed process assume that the
reversed process is again a network of the same type. This will be proved now.

Theorem 5.1. The reversed process again represents a network of the kind we are considering here.
If the scheduling disciplines are all symmetric and all service requirement distributions are Erlang, the
Markov process that represents the queueing network is dynamically reversible. If, moreover, all ser
vice requirement distributions are exponential then the process is also reversible.
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Proof:
The transition rates o f the reversed process, q'(x,y), were given in equations (5.14), (5.15) and
(5.17) to (5.19). W e can interpret the gia.s as:

8ia;s = Pr(exactly s phases of service)

(5.20)

The definition of the ria(s), equation (4.4), can also be written:

, .
Mia
ria(s ) —
8ia;r
via iss
=

Mia

Pr(s or more phases o f service)

(5.21)

via

So we can interpret

Sid"
v a
1 ,s = —— Pr(this is the last phase o f service)
ri a\s )
Mi a

(5.22)

ria(s + 1)
—— = Pr(this is not the last phase of service)
ria\s )

(5.23)

and

With equations (5.22) and (5.23), we can write the transition rates as:

qVjrn; p* (x)>x) = Pyp,o v/p/>(*y + 1) Vy(m,A:y)Pr(this is the last phase of service)

(5.24)

q'(Da (x),x) = p 0 iK Y&iK( k ,

(5.25)

q '(Ait (x),x) = V; K/ ; (ki)

-U k )

h (l,k i)

(&; ) Pr(this is not the last phase of service)

(5.26)
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= Pjp.iK vj p f j ( kj + l)*iK(ki - Uk) Pr(this is the last phase of service)

9 '( r i7 ,«!.;»(*).*) =

k /i (*i) 4>i

>P

(5.27)

)V, (m >*« - 1) Pr(this is the last phase of service) •

1-*yp(ky>l

(5.28)

It should be noted that here we are talking about the reversed process, i. e. the jobs are moving
backwards. The transition rates, equations (5.24) to (5.28), state that in the reversed process service
finishes only when the job has arrived in its last phase o f service in the station. This is more complex
than the corresponding restrictions in equations (4.14) to (4.18), which were enforced simply by the
definitions of the operators D , A and T . That is precisely why we elected to count down to the last
phase in section 4.
It is noted that with this interpretation equations (5.24) to (5.28) are the rates corresponding to
the same kind o f network, only with different scheduling disciplines:

4»'i (/.*■) = ¥ ;('> * ,•-1 )

(5.29)

V ',(/,* .) = 4>i(/,A* + l)

(5.30)

The form of the transition rates is the same, so the first assertion of the theorem follows.
If we assume that all scheduling disciplines are symmetric and the service requirement distribu
tions are Erlang, we have by definition (4.9) that:

= ♦•■(/.*,■+ D

(5.31)

and then there is no fundamental difference in the transition rates. The only difference between the
state of the original and the reversed network is that the state of the original network keeps track of the
number of phases o f service yet to be completed, while the state of the reversed network keeps track of
the phases of service completed. To change one representation into the other is clearly only a matter
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o f relabeling the states, and so the network is dynamically reversible. This is the second assertion of
the theorem.
If, moreover, all service requirements are exponentially distributed we can forget the phases, and
both descriptions are then the same. This is the third assertion of the theorem. □
Theorem 4.1 was originally conjectured based on the results o f Cohen [37] and vanD ijk and
Tijms [44], who proved product form for cyclic networks with two stations of types I and II. Class
changes are not allowed in these models. The routing is reversible in cyclic networks with two sta
tions, and Hoidijk and van Dijk [55] proved that in closed networks with a single job class, exponen
tial service requirement distributions and reversible routing the equilibrium state probabilities have
product form. Pittel [105] proved a similar result for multiple job classes when the scheduling discip
line is processor sharing. Another hint was the result o f Melamed [86], who proved that classical
(non-blocking) networks with reversible routing are reversible if the service requirement distributions
are exponential and the scheduling disciplines are symmetric. From Melamed’s [86] result and the
truncation theorem for reversible Markov processes [66, lemma 1.9] it would follow by a messy induc
tion argument that networks similar to these but with rejection blocking also have product form solu
tions, and that the solution is precisely of the form (4.20). Class changes were also included, since in
classical networks class changes can be allowed [65]. As can be seen, there are very strong similari
ties between classical networks and networks with rejection blocking and reversible routing.

5 .4 .

T h e

D e p a r tu r e

P r o c e s s e s

Using theorem 5.1 we can deduce some further properties of the network in a simple way. The
fact that the reversed process is very similar to the original process is of great help in this.
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C orollary 5.2. The streams of jobs o f each class that leave the network (either after traversing it or
after being rejected when trying to enter) are independent Poisson streams.
Proof:
In the original description of the network we assume a single Poisson arrival stream that is split
by the Pojp- So the arrivals of each class form independent Poisson streams. Theorem 5.2 asserts that
the reversed process is o f the same type, i. e. a network with independent Poisson arrivals for each job
class. Now each arrival in the reversed process corresponds to a departure or a rejection in the original
process, and the result follows. □

C orollary S 3 . The distribution o f states at the instants at which jobs o f any particular class arrive at
the network is the equilibrium state distribution. The same holds for the distribution o f the states at in
stants at which jobs depart from the network, either after traversing the network or after being rejected
on arrival.
Proof:
The arrival process for jobs of any particular class is Poisson. To check the state of the network
at arrival instants is then the same as checking it at random, and the first claim follows. Departures
correspond to arrivals in the reversed process. So the second assertion follows by the same argument
and the fact that the equilibrium state distributions of the original process and its reverse are the
same. □
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C orollary 5.4. The open and mixed networks described in section 4 are quasi-reversible.
Proof:
We need to check that:

(i) The state of the network at time t is independent of arrivals after t.
(ii) The state of the network at time t is independent from departures prior to t .

But (i) is obvious from the definition o f the network, and similarly (ii) is clear by considering the re
versed process. □

6 .

P e r fo r m a n c e

M

e a s u r e s

o f Q u e u e in g

N e tw o r k s w ith

R e je c tio n

B lo c k in g

In this section we consider the problem of computing performance measures for the queueing
network model of section 4. Our aim is to obtain the mean populations of the stations and their
throughputs for each job class. By combining mean populations and throughputs using Little’s law
[78], one gets the mean sojourn times in the stations.
This section is organized as follows: In section 6.1 we introduce some additional notation
needed to talk about the same network with different total populations. We then derive general formu
las for the mean populations and the throughputs in section 6.2. In section 6.3 we consider the prob
lem o f actually computing the performance measures. The formulas of section 6.2 can be drastically
simplified for open networks, as is shown in section 6.3.1. In section 6.3.2 two algorithms to compute
the performance measures are outlined for closed networks and some mixed networks. Section 6.3.3
gives general algorithms for mixed networks. In section 6.4 the complexity of the algorithms of sec
tion 6.3 is analyzed.

6.1. Notation
We will frequently need to refer to the state spaces of networks, more precisely, to their popula
tion spaces. We adopt the following convention: S(K) is the population space of the network we are
considering, where K is the vector formed by the numbers o f jobs in each routing chain. Open routing
chains are assumed to contain an infinite number o f jobs. To refer to the state space o f the network
with one less job in class a (i.e. in routing chain [a]), we write S ( K - u [aj). If class a belongs to an
t

open routing chain, this clearly does not change the population space. We will denote the throughput
o f station i for jobs of class a by Kia. From the results in section 4 it is clear that the normalization
constant depends only on K, so we write it G (K) from now on.

6 .2 .

G e n e r a l F o r m u la s fo r T h r o u g h p u t

Using the equilibrium state distribution (4.20) general formulas for the throughputs can be
derived. The result is the following theorem.
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Theorem 6.1. In an open, mixed or closed queueing network with blocking as described in section 4,
the throughput of class a jobs at station i when the total population of the network is K can be written:

Pi a, 0 Hi a, o(^) + 'SjPta, y

a,/'p(K

U[a])

( 6. 1)

;p

where the functions H are defined by:

k eS (K )

/ / « « .y p ( K ) =

E

( 6.2 )

j

* io (k » )M k> ) r R

keS (K )

( M

s

(6.3)

We define Hia>jp(0)= 1. In equation (6.1) G (K ) is the normalization constant for the network given
by theorem 4.1, and the A,- are the functions defined by equations (4.44) and (4.45).
Proof:
The throughput of jobs of class a at station i is the rate at which jobs in class a that finish ser
vice at station i are accepted at other stations in the network or leave it. This can be written:

^•a(K) = E "(*) E
x

1SISk,

l(Ki7 = «> l(°ii = !)'Via <1>,0 . ki ) f i (ki ) •

fta,0 + E A a,> P ^ p (k y)
7P

(6.4)

Exchanging order o f summation so that the inner sums (over j and p) become outermost we get:

(6.5)
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Here we defined:

Xia,o = G ( K ) £ n ( x )

l(K;, = (X) l(CT„ = l) V i a <(>;(/,ki)fi(ki)

£

(6.6)

1sis*,

X,a.>p = G ( K ) 2 ti(x)

i ( k ,7 = a ) i(ct„ = 1 ) v , „ 4>,-( / , kt )fi

2

(ki) bjp(kj)

1SIS*)

(6.7)

The sum X ia>0 can be considered a special case of Xiotj p in which bjp(kj) = 1. So we will con
centrate on the other sum and recover the case Xiaj0 afterwards using this fact.
First substitute the equilibrium state probabilities (4.20) into the sum (6.7) and simplify. We can
split the sum over the state of the network, x, into a sum over the state of station i, x,-, and a sum over
the rest of the state o f the network. We use the functions

X»a,y0 - 2 £ I I

X/ x:X( s*i

PAK)

I I W®*/)

defined by (4.44).

pj(kj)1mnk } rjKt,(GjA

6>p(k,) £
PAK) IT OkA Gin)
1ZlZk,
ISnS/fc,

=

2

V ia /i (fii) £

zn

x:x< jw

PA K )

l(K,„ = a ) i ( o /n = 1) v i a <|>, ( / , ki ) f i ( k i)

^.(k.)1finnfit, fi^u)
n

i ( k (7 = a ) t ( c ,7 = a ) $ ,• ( / , kt)

^(ky) I I Ok,(<ty)

fyp(k>)

lfiifijt,

(6.8)

First consider the sum S defined by:

s = 2

£

) FI ri k . (®») K

k

=a )

t ( a in = l ) v iKi> < >,(/,k (-) /, (* ,)

(6.9)

The states o f station i and the rest of the network depend from each other, if at all, only through
the restrictions o f constant populations of closed chains. This means that we can split off the sum over
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the permutations o f the jobs in station i and the sums over the remaining phases o f service o f all jobs
in that station. Consider a fixed population k, in station i . Note that only terms with k,„ = a and
a in = 1 can survive in the inner sum of (6.9). Furthermore, in the productsof the riKh(oin)all those
factors that are not picked out by the i functions sum up to one.
Using all these facts to simplify equation (6.9), and using the function P, defined by (4.44),
gives:

5 = / ,,( k ,) v 1„ r io( l ) / ,( * () £
n ,:k ,

= Pi(Mi)Viafi(.ki) £
1£/£*,

£

i(k„ = a ) <!>,(/,*,)

l£l£k,
(6

fc (/,* i) £ i(K ,;= a)
n,:k,

v '

’

The innermost sum in expression (6.10) is a sum over all permutationsof the jobs in station i. There
are

k - 1

kn

ki ce-1

(6 .11)
k iC

permutations that have a job of class a at any particular position /. By definition, the <)>, (/,£, ) add up
to one. As each permutation gives a sum with the same value, by (4.7) expression (6.10) simplifies to:

ki - 1
kil ‘ ‘ ' kia~ 1

k iC

( 6 . 12)

P i(K)V-iufi(ki)

By the form of the functions A,- defined by (4.45) we can then write:

ki- 1
kn

kia—\

kic

Pi (k ;) M-iu/; (ki) —

A;(k;

ua)

a(kj

ua)

(6.13)
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Now turn to the rest of the expression forXiajp . We are summing this over all possible states of
the rest of the network, given that the population in station i is given by k; . This includes, in particu
lar, a sum over all possible remaining phases of service and over all possible permutations of the jobs
in the other stations. The summation over all remaining phases of service makes the

disap

pear, and the sum over the permutations transforms Ps (k ,) into As (k ,):

= eia

E
k € S(K)

- U ( M ( k i ~U a)

6>p( k , ) A y ( k ; )
s* i
s*j

,
( 6 - 14)

The sum in equation (6.14) is simply a sum over the populations of the network with one less job in
routing chain [a]. To see this, start with the population space S ( K - u [aj). If we add a job in chain [a]
to station i, leaving all other jobs undisturbed, we get almost the population state S(K), only those
states that have ki[0(] = 0 are missing because of the fixed job in chain [ex] in station i . But when we go
the other way, i. e. from S(K) to S (K - u(aj), the states with no class a jobs in station i disappear, since
for kia = - l the functions P, (and4 ,) vanish.
This fact allows us to define a new set of functions:

^ ia jp (^ ) =

2

a(ki) bj p(ky) ]~[ As (k^)
s

keS (K )

Hia, o(K) =

E

keS (K )

s

(615)
v •

/

1616)

v

•

/

Equation (6.16) results from equation (6.15) by taking the environment 0 as a pair (station, class) that
never rejects a job. Also, if there is a term p ia o#;a,o> class a belongs to an open chain. But in that
case, to delete a job o f class a from the total population K makes no difference.
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Pulling all results together, we get:

G (K )

P /a ,0 ^ ;a ,o (^ )

S P ia .y p ^ i a ./P ^

**[a])

(6.17)

>P

Equation (6.17) is the result claimed in the theorem. □
It is interesting that for non-blocking networks the functions H reduce to G . For a in a closed
routing chain the formula for throughputs then reduces to Buzen’s formula [29] and for a in an open
chain to the identity Xi a = e ia.
Some elementary properties of the functions # (a,yp are given by the following lemma:
Lem m a 6.2. The functions / / , aj p are symmetric in i a and j P:

tf.-a,;p(K) = Hj Pi ,a(K)

(6.18)

If station j does not block jobs of class P (i. e. if fyp(ky) = 1) then

= / / ia,0(K)

(6.19)

Proof:
Equation (6.18) is immediate from the definition o f the

Equation (6.19) follows by the

observation made above that the environment could be considered as a station that does not block. □

6.3.

C om putation o f Perform ance M easures
The above results are general, but of a theoretical nature. Practical algorithms to compute per

formance measures are needed. This implies algorithms to compute the normalization constant G (K),
the mean populations and the throughputs. From the mean populations and the throughputs one gets
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mean sojourn times by Little’s law [78]. It is convenient to treat the cases of open, closed and mixed
networks separately since different methods are used for each type.

6.3.1.

Open Networks
The result o f theorem 6.1 can be simplified for the particular case of open networks, as the fol

lowing corollary shows.
C orollary 6.3. For open networks, the throughputs are given by:

^•ia — ei a b; a Pia, 0 + £ / >ia,i/p bjp

( 6.20)

/P

Here we have used bars to indicate expected values of the blocking functions.
Proof:
It was proved in corollary 4.3 that the populations of the stations are independent if the network
is open. Moreover, the population distributions of the stations turn out to be exactly the same as for
isolated stations of the same description and subject to independent Poisson streams of rates eia o f jobs
in class a . This is just what happens in classical open networks. If the network is open, the popula
tions o f all chains are infinite and so we can drop the parameter K of both G and / / iajp .
We confront sums of the form:

tf .a jp

=

£

b ia( K ) A t ( k

, ) f o ,p ( k ,) A ; ( k , ) n

k

= n £ 4 (k j
s+i k,
s+j

K (K )

s*t
s* j

2 6 i a ( k , ) 4 ( k ,)
k.

= bia Gi bjpGj U G s
s*i
s* j

2 > ;p ( k ,M ,.( k ;)

k,

(6.21)
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The factoring o f the sum into a product of sums is possible since the factors for the stations are in
dependent We define:

Gi = Z 'M M
kt

(622)

Expression (6.22) is the normalization constant for station i in isolation. We have

G = n Gi

(6.23)

and the marginal probability o f population k, is station i is

4 -0 0
*i(k.) = — q —

(6.24)

so we had the right to interpret the sums in (6.21) as unnormalized means of blocking functions. When
we finally divide by G , we normalize them to get the stated result. The special terms for jobs that
leave the network are explained in exactly the same way. □

6.3.2.

Closed Networks
There is no simplification like the above for open networks in the case of closed and mixed net

works. The functions Hia>jp are convolution sums that are closely related to the function G that
defines the normalization constant for the network.
Certain mixed networks can be handled like closed networks, as the following discussion shows.
The same idea can be applied to open networks, but for the case of open networks the method outlined
in section 6.3.1 is much simpler.

If all stations of a network have finite capacities, we get exactly the same balance equations if
we add a station with enough capacity to the network and define the routing probabilities appropriate
ly. For simplicity, call the new station 0. We also need a new job class that will be used only in sta
tion 0. Call the new job class 0. Formally, we define station 0 as a station type I with:

f 0 if/fc0 = 0
/o(£o) - j i otherwise

(6.25)

Hoo = 7

(6.26)

The routing probabilities are slightly redefined:

/W p

if*', 7 * 0

p 0 yp

if i = 0 , a = 0 and j * 0

P <“>7P ~ 1 pio^0

if j ;*0,7 = 0 a n d p = 0

0

^

^

otherwise

The above routing probabilities were selected so that only jobs of class 0 can enter station 0 (all job
classes go to class 0 when leaving the original network) and so that the total rate at which jobs try to
enter the original network is still y. W e still have to define the number o f jobs in the new routing chain
[0]. The number of jobs has to be such that all stations in the original network are full when the new
station 0 is empty. If this is satisfied, the new network is clearly equivalent to the original network, but
it is a closed network.
The above results are theoretical, we now turn to the practical aspects o f computing the desired
performance measures.
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Consider a closed network. The computation of the mean populations of the stations is straight
forward, a convolution method like the one for classical networks with load-dependent service efforts
can be used. The Hi a can be computed from scratch in a straightforward way by a convolution al
gorithm. Define arrays:

a,-:

Array with elements A, (k,-).

kia : Array with elements /:,a A, (k,-).

bia: Array with elements b)a(k ,) A, (k ,).

W e write * for the convolution operation. If we understand that the multiplication of arrays means
their convolution, we can write for the (array of) normalization constants of the network:

G = n * ,

(6.28)

For the (array of) mean populations we have:

k/cc = k , a * r i a !

(6.29)

and for the (array of) /7iajp :

t*i
t*j

(6.30)

When j = 0 equation (6.30) simplifies to:

H . 0,0

= b, *n

ar

(6.31)
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Equations (6.28) to (6.31) provide a straightforward method to compute the G (K ) and
^Aajp(K), and so the throughputs in the network. The problem with this approach is the large amount
o f computation required. Another, less onerous, approach is to compute the array G and to compute
the other needed quantities from it by deconvolution and convolution operations.
We denote the inverse o f the convolution operation by +. From equations (6.28) to (6.31) we
can write:

^/a = ( G + a ,) * k ia

(6.32)

Hia,o = ( G + a ^ b . - a

(6.33)

= (H ^ o + a ^ ^ b ^

(6.34)

Using equations (6.28) and (6.32) to (6.34) provides a faster way to compute the needed values
and the throughputs in the network. A similar method has been used to obtain performance measures
in classical networks. Bruell and Balbo [25] give algorithms to compute convolutions and deconvolu
tions.

6.3.3. M ixed Networks
For general mixed networks there are complications. At least some o f the sums in equations
(6.2) and (6.3) are infinite, and they do not fallapart as is the case for open networks in corollary 6.3.
To compute G (K ) and / / ia yp(K) an approach likethe one described by Sauer and Chandy [113] can
be used.
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We will need to distinguish the populations of open and closed chains for the network and for
individual stations. The populations in closed chains will be written kc and

for the network and

station i , respectively. For open chains we write k0 and kio. So we get;

G (K ) = Z T 1 M K )
k

I

= £ 2 n
k. k.

(kIC, k to)
(

=

(6.35)

Here we have used the fact that the open chain populations of the stations are independent This al
lows us to write the sum o f products as a product of sums, like it was done in equation (6.21). If we
define:

■
“M kte) — 2A (k<c>kio)

(6.36)

we can write the normalization constant of the network as;

c (K ) =
k,

t

(6.37)
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The functions

".a,/p(K)

can be handled in the same way:

=

£

b,Jh)Ai

(k ,-)

bj^kj)Aj

(k y ) n

k

A , ( k ,)

iW
‘*j

=

=

22 6,'a(^ic *^io) A’(^/c *^io) p(^/'c»kyo) Aj (kjc, kj0) J[I Af (kjc*\it0)
k. k.

2
k.

cW
t*j

2
k,.

ot(kjc»k|0) A,- (kIC»kio)

n

2 A ((kte, k[0)
k,.

2

>kyo ) A j (ky*C, ky0 )

K.

(6.38)

Defining bia(kic) by:

a ( k j c ) A ,- ( k ^ . )

2

^ A 'a (k (c j k

(0) Aj ( k

^ ,

)

k*

(6.39)

we can write (6.38) as:

Hia,jfl(K-) — 2 ^ia(kjc ) ^yip(kyc ) J~[A~( (kK)
k.
i

(6.40)

For the case j = 0 we have:

ff|a,o (^) — 2
k,

a(k/c ) P I A/ (k,c )
I

(6.41)

Equations (6.37), (6.40) and (6.41) are convolution sums. Note the similarity of equations (6.40)
and (6.41) to equations (6.30) and (6.31). We define arrays:

a ,:

Array with elements A; (k ^ ).
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kia: Array with elements

£

a A, (k,c, k10)

(642)

Expression (6.42) simplifies to kia A~- (klc) when a is in a closed chain.

bia:

Array with elements b";a(k;e)A"i(kic).

Note the similarity o f these definitions with the corresponding definitions in section 6.3.2. We
can write:

G = n a ,

(6.43)

k,ct - hi a * J"J a,
IW

(644)
'

Hia,/P = bi a * b yp* n a ,
t*i
<*j

(6.45)

H,a,o = bi a * J~[ a,
I*i

(646)
\
/

Using the same idea as in section 6.3.2, we get the following formulas:

kia = ( G + a J * k ia

(6.47)

H . 0,,0 = ( G + a i) * b ia

(6.48)

H.-ajp = (Hia,0+ a y)* byp

(6.49)

Equations (6.36), (6.39), (6.42), (6.43) and (6.47) to (6.49) describe the algorithm. The infinite sums
in equations (6.36), (6.39) and (6.42) are needed for each possible population of the closed chains in
the station. Much work can be saved by using the product form o f A„ equations (4.44) and (4.45). All
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the dependence on kic, except for the total number of jobs in the closed chains, can be factored out of
the sum. It is then enough to compute an infinite sum for each total population of the closed chains in
the station. This observation also shows that the closed network defined by the quantities with tildes is
a closed network of the type defined in section 4.

6.4. Complexity of the Algorithms
As can be seen from theorem 6.1, the complexity of the computation of the throughputs depends
on the topology o f the network. This contrasts with the case of classical networks, where the computa
tion of the throughputs does not depend on the number of connections between the stations. The case
o f an open network reduces essentially to handle N isolated stations by corollary 6.3. Each station
gives rise to a (possibly infinite) sum. By the results of section 6.3.3, the case of a mixed network
reduces to the case of a closed network after evaluating the (possibly infinite) sums of equations
(6.36), (6.39) and (6.42). No general rules can be given for the sums that arise in these cases. In
favorable cases (a single server station that does not block, for example), the sums can be evaluated
analytically. In unfavorable cases (general load-dependence of the service effort and/or general
blocking functions) the sums will have to be evaluated numerically. Only in the case o f closed net
works can we give the complexities of the algorithms with certainity.
A

must be computed for each pair (»a, j P) for which p ,a,;p * 0. By lemma 6.2, we need

to compute only half of the above values by symmetry. Call the number of Hia j p that have to be com
puted E . Note th a t£ could be very large, up to

C-N-(N - 1 ) if every station is connected to all the

other stations in each class and there are no class changes.
W e do a total of N - 1 convolutions to compute G. To compute the needed Hia 0 we compute at
most E deconvolutions and E convolutions. To get the needed H iaj p from the H ia>0 we compute E
deconvolutions and E convolutions. This gives a total of 0 ( N + 4 E ) convolutions and deconvolu
tions. Each convolution/deconvolution involves 0 { R K R) operations, if we assume that there are R
routing chains and that there are K jobs in each chain for simplicity. The total number of operations to
compute the throughputs is then 0 ( R K R (N + 4 E )). This contrasts with the convolution algorithm for
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classical networks [108], where the total number o f operations to compute throughputs is O (N R K R),
since only G is needed. To compute the mean populations in a station one computes a convolution and
a deconvolution for each class. This totals 0 ( C N R K R) operations. The operation count for the
mean populations is the same as in the classical case, since the algorithm is essentially the same.
A copy of the array G is needed all the time in the above, and a scratch space of the same size is
needed to hold the values of the H ia 0 when computing the H ia ;p. The space complexity of the algo
rithm is then O (KR).

7. C entral Server M odels w ith State-D ependent Routing and Rejection Blocking
Central server models are important because most computer systems can be modeled as central
server models either directly or after replacing the I/O subsystems by equivalent stations. Towsley
[127] derives a product form solution for a central server model with state dependent routing and a sin
gle job class. General service requirement distributions are allowed at a station if the scheduling dis
cipline is symmetric. Sauer [111] obtains mean queue lengths, throughputs and the marginal distribu
tions o f the station populations for the same model. An extension of MVA [109] for state-dependent
routing is also derived. Yao and Buzacott [132] extend the central server model in [127] to multiple
job classes. The service requirement distributions are assumed to be exponential and the same for all
job classes at a station. The scheduling disciplines are service in random order [119]. There is no
blocking, capacity restrictions at the stations are enforced by the routing probabilities. The model of a
system o f flexible manufacturing cells of Dallery and Yao [40] is also a central server model with
rejection blocking, but the routing is independent of the state of the network.
This section extends the results o f Towsley [127] and Yao and Buzacott [132] for central server
models with state-dependent routing to a model with multiple job classes and rejection blocking. In
our model, each class has an independent routing strategy of the class considered by Towsley [127].
The queueing network is closed, and class changes are not allowed. General service requirement dis
tributions are allowed. Service requirement distributions may depend on the job class provided that
the scheduling discipline at the station is symmetric (station type I). For arbitrary scheduling discip
lines the service requirement distributions at the station must be the same exponential distribution for
all job classes (station type II).
The results in this section and their derivation closely parallel those in sections 4, 5 and 6. As a
result, the derivations here are terse. Frequent reference is made to previous proofs. The rest o f this
section is organized as follows: In section 7.1 we define the state-dependent routing probabilities and
the model is described precisely. In section 7.2 the transition rates are derived, which are then used to
prove the product form solution. Section 7.3 contains the derivation and analysis of the reversed pro
cess. In section 7.4 formulas for throughput are derived, which are then used in section 7.5 to outline
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an algorithm to compute the performance measures. In section 7.6 we derive the complexity of the
algorithm outlined in section 7.5 along the lines of section 6.4.

7 .1 .

D e fin itio n s a n d

N o ta tio n

The operators / and D will not be needed, since the network is closed. Since there are no class
changes in the model o f this section, we drop the subscript of the operator T that denotes the destina
tion class. In this case the inverses o f the T operators are unique when defined. Since there are no
class changes, each job class is a routing chain. So we drop the dependence of the blocking functions
on routing chains. A dependence on arbitrary groups of job classes, as in section 4, can be allowed but
is not included for simplicity. We also change the notation for routing probabilities slightly. The nota
tions for service requirement distributions and scheduling disciplines are the same as before.
The central server is numbered 1, the rest of the stations 2, 3,..., N . The stations 2 to N will be
called peripheral stations. The routing probabilities are assumed to take the form [127]:

/>i;:aOO = Vja(kja )Va(Ka - k la)

(7.1)

PjU* = 1

(7.2)

In equations (7.1) and (7.2) we assume j * 1. From equation (7.1) it follows that the functions Vja and
va must take the forms [127, theorem 3]:

vJa(k) = c a k + d ja

(7.3)

va(^") = (c a k " ^ 2 ^ /a )

(7.4)
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for some constants c a and dja. For later convenience, we define the functions:

7 .2 .

T h e

VJa(k) = n

vjctO~l)

(7.5)

V a(.k)= n

va ( / - l )

(7.6)

E q u ilib r iu m

S ta te

D is tr ib u tio n

We will divide the set of transition rates into two parts: Rates due to changes in the central
server, station 1, and rates due to changes elsewhere. We do this because of the different form of the
routing probabilities (7.1) and (7.2) for these two cases.
Assume that the class of the job in station 1 (the central server), position I is k. The transition
rates q (x, y) for changes at the central server, station 1, can then be written:

P l j l kO O

v !k < l > i ( ^ i ) / I S O 

M 'S

(7.7)

v u *hi(f»^ x)y 1(^ 1)

if y = A u (x)
otherwise

The first line is for a job moving out of the station (finishing service at station 1 and accepted at its des
tination), the second line is for a job that finishes service but is rejected and returns to station 1 and the
third line is for a job that advances to its next phase of service in station 1.

For changes at a peripheral station j we have, assuming that the class of the job at position m is
k:

if y = TjmAl.s (x)
Vjk <t>;(m , k j ) f j ( k j ) V j ( n , k j - 1 )gjK.s •

q(*,y) =•

if y = Tjm J n .s {x)

[ i - * i K(ki)]

(7.8)

if y = Ajm(x)
0

otherwise

Again, the first line is for a job moving out of the station, the second line is for a job that finishes ser
vice but is rejected and returns while the third line is for a job that completes a phase of service.
We are now ready to state the main result of this section:
Theorem 7.1. For a queueing network as described in section 7.1, with stations of types I and II as
defined in theorem 4.1, the equilibrium state probabilities are given by:

n (x) — r v i o n

Va(Ka k i a)

a

ni I Is/s*,
n

Vta(kta)
i*l

riK
(o,7)na 1n

(7.9)

Proof:
Again we treat changes at station 1 separately from changes elsewhere. The rate out of state x
due to the job at (1, /) is given by:

(7.10)
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The rate into state x due to changes at (1 ,/) can be written:

AD V1+ M O V 1+ R E J1

(7.11)

where A D V 1, MOV1 and REJ1 are terms for finishing a phase o f service,moving into station 1 from
some other station and finishing service at station

1

but returning to it because of a rejection, respec

tively. Written out in full, they are:

ADV1 = v lK ♦ ,( /.* ,) /! < * ,) Jt(Af/(x))

MOV1 =

6

lK( k ! - u K)
X VjKf j ( k j + 1 )
j*l

REJ1 =

(7.12)

£

+ 1 )7 1 (7 ^1 ,.^ (x))

lS m S t,+ l

(? 1 3 .
v '

’

£
lSnS*!

r*l

1

i —b jK( k j )1 7t ( r lnili;(J„(x))
J

(714)

The equilibrium state probabilities that appear in equations (7.12) to (7.14) can be expressed in terms
o f Jt(x) as follows:

1
r 1k(®1( "t" 1)
Jt(A i/( x » = ------ — - 7t(x)

n(Tjm>u.ail(x)) -

V

( k

i _

U K )r iK (0 u )

n ^ ii.u io u f x ) = — r — Jt(x)
r IkVctu )

(7.15)

VjKf . ikj + l ) P ^

{ k ) n( -x)

( 7 ‘1 6 >

(7.17)
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Substituting equations (7.15) to (7.17) into equations (7.12) to (7.14) gives after simplifying:

/U )W =

(7.18)
rixkGu)

MOV1 = n ( x ) v 1J 1( k O W l , k l - l ) ^ ^ ^ l lP u .K(\i)b jJ k J)
Ik

1k \

II)

(7.19)

i*l

REJ1 = n(x) v lK/ 1( ^ 0 Vl( / , ^ - l ) - J ^ ^ X / ’ 1,;K (k )[l-^ K (k y)l

vik^1k(®1/) 1*1

L

J

(7.20)

The rate into state x is then given by:

/ i(*i) T
1
rc(*) „
\ V i(^ * i-l)M -iK^iK;a„ + ViK<t>i(/.*i)'-iK(CTi/ + l)
r ikIow! l
J

(7.21)

Note the similarity o f (7.21) to equation (4.37). Exactly the same can be done for the job at
( j, m ), where j * 1. The rate out of state x is given by:

tc(x) v jK <f>;(m , kj ) f j (ikj)

(7.22)

while the rate into that state is written:

AD VJ + MOVJ +REJJ

(7.23)

where A D V J, M OVJ and REJJ are terms for finishing a phase o f service, moving into station j from
station 1 and finishing service at station j but returning to it because o f a rejection, respectively. Writ
ten out in full, they are:

ADVJ = vjK

(kj ) n(AjJ (x))

(7.24)
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MOVJ = bjK( k j - Utc)
V ik / #

- 1 ) gyK;<J>i •
1 + 1)

S

M

^ l + ^ ^ f/./m ^ W )

iast.+i
REJJ =

f 7 25)

v '

'

£ V;K ^ ( n , k j ) f j ( k j 1)g ;K;0>. •
lSnSk]
[ l - ftiK(k i)j n ( T '\ jm.aim(x))

(7,26)

Using the product form solution, equation (7.9), the equilibrium stateprobabilities that appear in equa
tions (7.24) to (7.26) can be expressed in terms of n(x) as follows:

1

n (A j^(x)) =

r ivfS*in + 1 )

-

-

7t(x)

(7.27)

\L}Kf j ( k j )

. ,,

n ( T u \ jm . ai_ (x)) =

b j y ^ j - UK) ryK(CT;M)

6

iK( k i) r lK(l)

VlK/ j(* i + 1)

1

P i ; ; k ( x + U1; - u /m))

(x)) = -

7t(x)

rc(x)

(7.28)

(7.29)

In equation (7.28) we have used k + u lK- u yK to indicate the population o f the network in state
T u j m<s(x))- Substituting equations (7.27) to (7.29) into equations (7.24) to (7.26) and simplifying
gives:

ADVJ = 7t(x) V jK § j ( m ,k j ) f j ( k j) r* f t f o + 1)
rj A^jm )

(7<30)

(7.31)
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REJJ =

jc (x )

VjKfj{kj)\\fj(m,kj

-1 )

[ 1 - 6 ^ )

(7.32)

Vj KK'' j /KKV^jm
'P jm ) L

The rate into state x is then given by:

(7.33)

Again note the similarity to equation (4.37). Exactly as in the proof of theorem 4.1, from equations
(7.22) and (7.33) we can deduce that the expression (7.9) is indeed a solution under the conditions
given. □

Just as was the case in section 4, from the product form solution (7.9) we can obtain the distribu
tions for occupancies and populations.
C orollary 7.2. The distributions of occupancies and populations are given by

n(n) ~ f (K\ 11 Va(Ka ^la) I"I

O

(^i)

(7.34)

(7.35)

where G (K) is the normalization constant of theorem 7.1 and the functions P, and A, are related to the
functions defined by equations (4.44) and (4.45):

(7.36)

(7.37)
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Proof:
The proof is almost exactly the same as the proof of corollary 4.2. Summing equation (7.9) over
all possible numbers o f phases of service left for each job in the network gives (7.34), and summing
equation (7.34) over all permutations o f jobs in each station then gives (7.35). □

7.3. T he Reversed Process
As was done in section 5 for the model of section 4, here we deduce the transition rates of the
reversed process. From the transition rates of the reversed process we then deduce an analogue of
theorem 5.1.
Theorem 7.3. The reversed process represents a network of the same type, with the same statedependent routing probabilities but with different scheduling disciplines. If the scheduling disciplines
are symmetric and the service requirement distributions are Erlang, the network is dynamically rever
sible. If, moreover, the service requirement distributions are exponential, the process is reversible.
Proof:
To use [6 6 , theorem 1.12] we need:

H ik /i^ i)
UK) r lK( l )

r lK(s)

k (T u m .s (x )) = — —

bjK(k j)rjK(s) ,
P lyjicOO " (* )
+

(7.38)

(7.39)

ji(x )

r IkUI

(7.40)

H jx fjG j)

!/;*(*)) =

b iK(k i ) r i K(s)

(7.41)
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/_ «

K(Tjm,jn-,s(x)) -

rM ° M + V , ,
, s Jt(x)

(7.42)

r,„(CT,m + 1 )
n(Aym(x)) = - _ .
. rc(x)
yKV'-'ym/

(7 .4 3 )

Together with the equilibrium state probabilities (7.9), equations (7.38) to (7.43) give after simplify
ing:

q \ T llJm.s {x),x) = V,Kv ,.(m , k; ) f j (A. + 1)

b lK(k, - u K) * ,( /.* ,)

(7.44)

VjKrj*\s )

q '( T U' ln.s (x),x) = VlKV l ( » . * l - l ) / !(* ,)♦ !(/,* , ) - ^ ^ L . .
V ^ U cCO

SPiy;K(k)[ l-ft,K(k,)l

i*i

L

(7.45)

-i

q \ A u (x),x) = v llc <!>!(/, A , ) / # ! ) — ^ ll + 1)

(7 4 6 )

ii;s(*),x) = Piy;K(k) v lKv 1(w ,* 1) / l(ife1 + l ) - ^ ‘-Kgl^ •
Vik '-Jk^ )
&yv(ky “ «<) <t>y(>«, *y)

Q ' ( T j m , j n ; s (x)>x )

(7.47)

= VyKVy(n,*y - l) /y ( * y )* y ( « ,* y)
v j K rJ\i.s )

? '(Ay« (Y), X) = V;K

(/, A).) / ; (*,) - >Kf o OT+1}
r/K \G jm )

[ l - & l K(k l)l
L
-I

(7.48)

(7 .4 9 )
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Again, as in the proof of theorem 5.1, we can interpret equations (7.44) to (7.49) as the transition
rates for a network of the same type with the definitions:

<!>';(/,*) = y ( / , * - l )

(7.50)

^■ (Z ,*) = < * /,* + 1)

(7.51)

Equations (7.44) to (7.49) have the same form as the transition rates for the original process, equations
(7.7) and (7.8). By the same argument as in the proof of theorem 5.1, the result follows. □

7.4.

Perform ance M easures
The mean populations of the stationscan becomputed by a straightforward use o f the convolu

tion method. Here we will derive formulas for the throughputs of the networks we are considering in
this section.
T heorem 7.4. The throughput o f station j 0 * 1 ) for jobs of class a when the population of the net
work is K can be written:

H U K -U c )
^ “(K) = ~ ^ G (K )

and the throughput of station

1

(7'52)

for jobs of class a is

*la(K) = ^ Z t f , a ( K - U a)

(7.53)

where G (K) is the normalization constant of theorem 7.1 and the function t l ja is defined by:

tf,a(K ) =

s

n

keS(K) p

V

p-

* i P) E W

p)

n A ( k;)P i;;a (k )6 ia (k i)M ky)

(7.54)
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Proof:
The throughput o f station j (J * 1) for jobs of class a can be written:

M

K >

=

E

" W

£

i(K ,m = a )

IZmSJkj

x

l

( aJm =

l ) r ; a (CT> m ) v ; a

(m,kj)fj(kj) b la ( k

i)

5 5 )

The right hand side o f (7.55) is the rate at which jobs of class a finish service at station j (picked out
by the i functions) and are accepted in station 1 summed over all states o f the network. The expression
for the equilibrium state probabilities, equation (7.9), is independent of the order o f the jobs in the sta
tions. Substituting the equilibrium state probabilities (7.9) into equation (7.55) and using this fact
gives:

^ “<K) = 7 ^ )
where we have defined:

Xja= 2 n
keS(K) p

£

Pj

W

j-

M

) lO f /m —

E W

- p) n Ai(k<)'
t*j
— 1 ) V y a 41/

(m >k j ) f j (kj ) t>i a ( k

l)

rj

x; :k,

Again, as in section 6 , we use S (K) for the population space of the network when the total population
is K.
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Manipulations similar to those that lead to the result of theorem 5.1 reduce the sum (7.56) to:

2
n
keS(K) P

V p ( tf p -

k ip - S ap ) n V,p(Ar,p— 5 jt S ap )

n ^ , ( k , ) ^ y(k/ -U a )/> l/ ; a ( k - U ; a ) & la ( k l ) M k / _ U a)
<+j

(7.57)

Here we used uja to indicate that one job of class a was deleted from station j . In the Vp and
functions we have used Kronecker’s delta (Sap and 8 jt) to indicate that a job of class a is missing from
station j and the network. Doing this provides the factor p ^ . a( k - u ^ a) that appears in equation (7.57).
As was the case in theorem 4.1, equation (7.57) is the same as a sum over 5 ( K - u a), so we are
justified in defining a set of functions:

" ,« (* ) =

2
11
keS(K) p

^ p (K p -* ip )n w

F I A (kj )p iy;a(k) b ia(ki) bja(\ij)

(7 _5 g)

The sum in equation (7.57) is then H j a( K - u a), and this is the claim for station j , equation (7.53).
The throughput of station 1 is simply the sum of the throughputs o f the other stations, and adding equa
tion (7.53) over all peripheral stations gives equation (7.54). □

7.5.

C om putation of Perform ance M easures
As in section 6.4, we can express the functions G and Hia as convolutions. The formulas turn

out to be very similar in appearance, but the arrays that enter into them are defined differently.

a t:

Array with elements
K

aj :

Array with elements P I
K

k(^>k)

(ky ).
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k la: Array with elements ^ la F I
K

k/a : Array with elements k j a T l V M k j M j f r j ) '
K

b ia : Array with elements b la(k,) v a(Ka - k la) J~[ VK(A:K- k llc) A ^kj).

bya-

Array with elements bya(ky)V y<#ya)n v M kj^>Aj ^ j ) K

Using * for convolution, + for deconvolution and taking products of arrays as convolutions, the
(array of) normalization constants can be written:

G = I I a»

(7 .5 9 )

The (array of) mean populations of station i is

it,« = ( G + a ,) * k ia

(7.60)

Define the auxiliary array H la by

H ia = ( G + a i ) * b la

(7.61)

Then the (array of) Hja for j * 1 is given by

Hya = (G ia +ay) * b ja

Equations (7.58) to (7.62) provide an efficient algorithm tocompute

(7.62)

G, kia and the H ja. From

these values the throughputs can be computed using theorem 7.4,and the throughputs,
lations and the mean sojourn times are related by Little’s law [78].

the mean popu
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7.6. Complexity of the Algorithm
The algorithm outlined in section 7.5 does not differ significandy from the algorithm analyzed in
section 4.4. The same results apply, only that here the number of routing chains is the number o f job
classes. W e also assume that each job class can go to any o f the peripheral stations.
To compute G we do N - 1 convolutions. We need one deconvolution and one convolution to
compute Hi„. In this case we need to compute C-(N - 1 ) values of

each o f which needs a decon

volution and a convolution. This makes a total of C-(N - 1)+ N +1 convolutions and deconvolutions.
Each convolution or deconvolution involves 0 ( C K c ) operations if there are K jobs in each class. So
the time complexity of computing the throughputs is 0 (C2N K c ). For the mean populations we again
have a time complexity of O (C ZN K c ). The space complexity is given by a fixed number of arrays,
and so it is 0 ( K C).

i

8 .

C o n c lu s io n s a n d

S u g g e s tio n s fo r

F u r th e r

R e s e a r c h

The preceding sections analyze queueing network models with rejection blocking in some detail.
Nevertheless, many interesting questions are left open. There are questions of a theoretical nature, and
there are practical questions. We will now look at these aspects in turn.

8 .1 .

T h e o r e tic a l Q u e s tio n s

Many of the results obtained in sections 4 to

6

are strikingly similar to the corresponding results

for classical networks. One of the most interesting properties of classical networks is that the distribu
tion of states of the network as seen by a job arriving at a station is exactly the same as the equilibrium
state distribution of the same network, only with the arriving job deleted. This is known as the Arrival
Instant Theorem (Reiser and Lavenberg [76], Sevcik and Mitrani [118]). In view of the noted similari
ties, it would be interesting to know whether there is a similar simple relation between the distributions
at arrival instants at a station and the equilibrium state distribution. A related question is to look for
relations between the distribution at the instants when a job is accepted and the equilibrium state distri
bution. In the case of classical networks, the arrival instant theorem is the basis of MVA [109]. It is
doubtful that the corresponding arrival instant theorem and/or acceptance instant theorem (if they
exist) for queueing networks with rejection blocking can be used to construct an M VA-like algorithm,
but the question has undoubted interest.
Another interesting problem is to find more general blocking functions that preserve the product
form o f the equilibrium state distribution. The blocking functions of theorem 4.1 are more general
than their predecessors [44,55,105], but it is unlikely that they are the most general blocking functions
possible. A related (and probably much harder) question is to derive necessary and sufficient condi
tions on the blocking functions for product form of the equilibrium state distribution.
The above questions are directed mainly at the networks defined in section 4. Similar questions
can also be asked about the networks with state-dependent routing of section 7, and for that matter,
also for the networks with state-dependent routing of Towsley [127].
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The results o f section 3 show that there are rather drastic modifications of the network that
preserve the equilibrium state distribution. The search for more such transformations could extend the
range of networks that can be solved exacdy. The equilibrium state distribution of section 4 is a solu
tion to the system o f global balance equations by virtue o f their algebraic forms. The interpretation as
probabilities, transition rates, etc. o f the quantities in those equations has no bearing on this. So, there
might be networks that can be transformed into equivalent “networks” that have product form solu
tions, even though the transformed networks cannot be interpreted as queueing networks in a physical
sense.

8 .2 .

P r a c tic a l Q u e s tio n s

The rejection blocking model is not realized often in practice.

Although some exact

equivalences among blocking policies exist [95], they are of limited practical use. It would be interest
ing to find conditions under which the tractable rejection blocking policy approximates the transfer or
service blocking policies. This might mean that the load-dependency of the service effort has to be
adjusted to offset the effect o f rejected jobs, and that the routing probabilities have to be adjusted to
force jobs towards those stations that are rejecting more.
The algorithms presented are not in their most efficient form. It would be worthwhile to “tune”
them, like it was done by Bruell and Balbo [25] for the convolution and MVA methods. The numeri
cal properties of the algorithms presented are unknown, they need to be checked. The work o f Reiser
[106] should provide a starting point for this.
Realistic models of complex systems usually involve many different job classes, and this will
make the algorithms presented here unfeasible because o f time and space limitations. Algorithms that
obviate the need to iterate over all populations, like the approximate MVA o f Bard [19], would be very
useful here.
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